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Jim and ·the tniner had just reached the bridge when a terrific explosion sounded and the shanty
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Young Wild West's Gold Dust ·Drift
-OR-

LOSJNG A COOL· MILLION
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
THE VERDICT THAK WAS CHANGED.

"Bring ther prisoner to ther bar!"
The speaker was a tall, raw-boned miner of sixty, and
the scene was the interior of a rough shanty located in the
mining camp of Hope Gulch, Arizona ; the t ime was a few
years ago, when things were in a very unset t led condition
throughout the West and Southwest.
In the shanty were a score of men , crowding each other
in an . effort to see and hear all that took place.
It was really a mock trial that was going to take place,
though the result surely meant death for the prisoner.
A miner had been accused ·of robbing another , and then
shooting his horse to keep from being pu rsued.
He had been caught almost in the act, so his accusers said,
and now the miners of Hope Gulch were going to make short
work of him.
·
Sam Slover, the oldest man in the camp, had been chosen
as the judge, and he had quickly selected twelve men to act
a s the jury.
They were now ready to bring in t h e verdict, t hough the
trial had not yet begun.
But Sam Slover was a square man, and he believed in letting a prisoner have something to say."Dick Butler," said he, as the pale-faced man was pushed
up before him, "they say you cleaned out Larry Pape's pile,
an' then when yer found he was after his horse ter mount an'
catch yer, yer shot ther horse. A re yer guilty or not
guilty?"
"Not guilty!" came from the accused, in a firm voice. "I
wasn 't near Larry Pape's shanty at the time, an' I k in prove
it. Larry Pape has put up this job j est ter git me out of ther
way, 'cause I won't sell out to him. I don't believe no one
robbed him, an' if his horse was shot he done it himself."
There was a hush in the improvised courtroom as these
woim s"rang out.
Di-.;k Butler spoke in a clear, straightforward way, and if
that jhad been all there was to it he most likely would have
been .freed by the jury.
But , t here was evidence against him beside the mere fact
t~at ~arry Pape swore that he was the man who had robbed
him, and then shot his horse as he was running to moun t it.
. "Dick Butler," said the judge, sternly, "this was found hid
m YO~ l· shanty less than fifteen minutes ago. Do you know
who 1! belongs to ? "
·
He held up a small leather bag that bore the initials "L.
P." !m it as he spoke.
'fhe pr · ·oner started back and looked amazed.
'That wa.5 found hid in my shanty, eh?" he said, slowly.
'"Yell , Sam Slover, if it was I didn't put it there!"
"It is the property of Pape, ain't it?"

"I reckon it is. But I never had my hands on it in my life,
an' if it was found in my shanty some one put it there without me knowin' it."
"I guess that's about all," remarked the judge. "Larry
Pape has swore that it was you he seen runnin' away with
t11is bag, which has -got over three thousand dollars in greenbacks an ' gold in it. He has swore that he seen yer runnin'
with it, an' that he run ter git his horse ter f oller an' catch
yer, when yer turned an' shot his horse. Then yer put
straight fur your shanty. Ben Moore went to your shanty a
little over fifteen minutes ago, an' found ther bag of money
there! I reckon that about settles ther case, so I will leave
it ter ther jury t er say whether you're guilty or not. Now,
then- -"
"Hold on, judge!" interrupted the prisoner. "I said 1 could
prove that I wasn't anywhere near Larry Pape's shanty when
he was robbed an' his horse was shot. I've got witnesses ter
clear me of ther charge agin me."
But old Sam Slover shook his 'head and waved his hand to
the jury.
It was plain that he thought Dick Butler was guit.;y, and
that he was only trying to gain time.
Though he was pale and anxious-looking-, the accused did
not seem to have the fear that a man about to be condemned
to death would be apt to have.
"What 's ther verdict, gentlemen of ther jury?" asked the
judge.
"Guilty!" came the unanimous retort.
"All right, then; let ther law take its course! Any galoot
what robs his neighbor an' then shoots his horse must hang!"
Half a dozen miners rushed t o seize the prisoner and drag
him out of the shanty.
"Hold on, boys !',
The ringing command came from the doorway of t he
shanty, and the next instant a dashing, handsome bey attired in a fancy hunting suit of buckskin pushed his way inside.
With his long chestnut hair li ang-:ng over his shoulders,
and a broad sombrero perched well back on his head, he
looked to be a perfect picture of a real hero of the Wild
West.
And that is just what he was, for the boy was no other
thaa Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot and Prince
of the Saddle.
The rough miners, who wern so anxious to hang the accused man, paused and looked at the newcomer in surprise.
'·Let that man go!" cried Yo·mg Wild West. "He is not
guilty. He was talking to me, a good two hundred yards
from the spot, when the shot was filed that killed the horse.
'!'here are more who can swear to this, but I guess I am
enough."
"Who are you, young feller?" gasped the judge,
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"I am Young Wild West," was the reply, "and I always tell by sendin(i" a
bullet into the brain. We all saw this," wavthe truth when I make a statemen t."
ing his hand at the mounted party and Dick Butler, "and
There was a deep silence for a few seconds.
when I say that the man who accused this man of robbing
T'hen Sam Slover looked at the crowd and said:
him and shooting ·his horse is the galoot that shot the horse
"Boys, I reckon it might be that we've made a mi stake."·
I am telling the truth. Right after thfa Dick Butler
"No, we ain't, jedge!" spoke up Larry Pape. "I seen Dick himself
went on his way around the ledge up there. We thought we
Butler runnin' off with ther bag of money with my own eyes. would
wait there a while, and the first thing we heard shouts
An' I seen him when he shot ther horse."
and then two m en came up with Butler a prisoner . When
"You lie!" cried Young Wild West, turning to the man. I saw the sneaking galoot who
shot the horse come out and
"You shot the horse yourself , and it was because he
call a crowd I made up my mind that he was responsi ble for
fallen over a cliff and broken both his forelegs. The had
ac- Butler's capture. I told my friends to wait up there, and
cused man was nowhere near you at the time, for, as I just then I came down to see what
was going on. You
said, he was talking to me."
mighty quick in getting the jury to try the prisoner , were
and
The face of Larry Pape reddened , and an angry snarl came when I list ened outside and heard
what the charge was
from his lips.
made up my mind that Dick Butler was not going to hangI
His hand reached down to pull a revolver from the holster thi s day!"
that hung at his side, while those close to him crowded back
"An' he didn't, either!" exclaime d Slover. "I'm right
to get out of the way.
that you showed up, Young Wild West, fur I must say glad
that
But the accusing miner never drew the shooter, for as ther evidence was all agin Dick."
·
quick as a flash the dashing boy in the buckskin suit whipped
"That's ri ght, too. But you were not going to give him
out a revolver and covered him.
a chance to ca ll his witness. I waited until I thought it was
"Take your hands off that shooter, you sneaking galoot!" just about the time to come in. and then I came."
he cried, in a voice that was full of meaning . "You- deserve
"But it a r e mighty funny hovi ther bag of money got inter
to be dropped right where you are, for any man who would ther shanty of Butler, ain't it?" asked one of the miners.
put a crime on another when it was never committ ed, for the
It was the man who had testified that he found it there.
purpose of having him hanged, is not fit to live! Get out of
"Did you find it in Butler's shanty?" Young Wild West
this shanty, and be quick about it!"
asked, looking at him coolly.
Larry Pape gave a gasp and then hastened for the door.
"Yes," was the reply.
The dashing boy was right after him, and as soon as they
"What made you go there to look for it?"
were outside he fired a shot and hit the man's bootheel .
"Lany Pape toJd me to. He said Butler took it, an' that
Larry Pape leaped into the air and let out a yell.
it must be ih the shanty."
The whole crowd came rushing ou,t now.
"And you found it there, sure enough? "
Crack!
"I reckon I did."
Young Wild West fired again.
"Right where Larry Pape put_ it a couple of minutes beAs true as a die, the bullet went to the other boot-hee l, fore."
IID.d Pape let out another yell.
The miner looked uneasy.
At this juncture a party on horsebac k swung around the
Young Wild West covered him with his revolver.
sharp turn at the mouth of the gulch for which the camp
"You know that Larry Pape put the bag of money in Dick
had been named.
:Sutler's shanty, don't you?" he asked, sternly.
There were a boy about the same age as Young Wild West,
"I-I don't know nothin' about it; I only thought Butler
a tall man with long black !lair and mustach e, three girls, and must have put it there."
,
two Chiname n.
"But Pape might have put it there himself, though- isn't
The man and boy were dressed in a style simila r to the that right?"
dashing young deadshot , and the girls wore fancy riding suits.
"Oh, he might have. But what would he do that fur?"
"Want any help, Wild?" called out the man with the long
"What would he say that Butler shot his horse for, when
black hair. "Did ther galoots let ther man go?"
he did it himself? "
"Everyth ing is all right, Charlie," was the reply. "I was
"I don't know notin' about that."
'just touc_hing up this lying scoundre l a little. I guess he has
"I think you do know all about it. I am pretty positive
got enough for the present."
that you know that Pape put that bag of money in the shanty
Dick Butler, the accused man, now came out.
just to be able to make
charge against Butler and have
His arms were still bound to his sides, as they had been him hanged. I hate to -a
m eet such scoundre ls as you and
when he was brought up for trial.
Pape are, and you can bet that I'll make you hustle before
"Boys, I reckon Dick Slater ain't guilty, after all!" ex- l leave Hope Gulch! I make it my business to clean out
all
claimed Sam Slover, the man who had been the judge.
outlaws and sneak thieves!"
Then he stepped over and cut the bonds of Butler.
Ben Moore, as the miner was named, pr~mptly sneaked
"Three cheers fur Young Wild West!" cried the liberated away.
man, takil}g off his hat and waving it.
Young Wild West had made a wonderf ul impressi on on the
Over half those present joined in the cheer.
miners of Hope Gulch.
It was queer how the miners could change their minds so
He had such a cool and easy way about him that he made
quickly.
t~e honest ones like him and the bad element keep shy of
But a short time before they had been willing to hang him.
Butler.
But thl!l,t was the way of our hero.
Now the majority of them were quite sure that he was
Besides being the champio n deadsho t of the West, he was
innocent of the charge that had been brought against him.
always cool and determin ed. He was a regular athlete too,
Of course, there were some there who believed in Larry and though young in years, he was the match for any' man
Pape. A man has always got friends in a place like that,
no that chanced to come along in any kind of contest, for fun
matter how bad he is.
or fair.
The dashing boy had come, with his friends, to Hope ·rn,tlch
Larry Pape waited fong enough to get his bag of money,
and then he headed for the shanty saloon a short distance for the purpose of getting hold of a claim and workinjg it,
for they had heard that some of the miners there had ~been
away, followed by half a dozen of the miners.
Young Wild West took off his hat, and in· a cool and easy blessed with wonderf ul good fortune.
1
. The names of those with him were Cheyenn e CharJi!e and
way said:
Jui:i
Da1·t,
who
we:e
his
partners
in business and ple{lsu1·e
"Gentlem en of Hope Gulch, we only arrived here half an
Anetta Murdock , his sweethe art; Anna, the wife of CheYenn e;
hour ago. We halted up there on the hill, and were looking
Charlie;
Eloise
Gardner
,
the
sweethe
art of Jim DarC; and
down in the gulch at your camp, when we met the man you
were going to hang. . He told us who he was, and said he was Hop Wah and Wing Wah, the servants , who alway!;' went
with
them
on
their
trips
when
the
girls accompa nied thfm.
going to shoot somethin g in the line of game, and that he
Though Anna was somethin g past twenty, they calleo her
had just left his shanty, which he pointed out to us. While
a
girl,
the
same
as
Arietta
and
Eloise, who were still in tP.eir
we were talking we saw a horse slip over the edge of the cliff
over there, and we knew the animal was done for, as when he teens.
Cheyenn
e
Charlie,
the
talJ man with the long black hiir
made an effort to get up we could see that both his forelegs
had been broken. The next minute a man came out of the and mustach e, was a scout who, had served several years in
the
army,
and
he
was
an experien ced Indian fighter and al:
ahanty, and walking over to the horse, put him out of misery
around W estener.
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"Yes, I reckon that Larry Pape is ther leader. That galoot
But notwithstanding this, he gave way to Young Wild
West, when it came to the leadership, for the boy was one of a Ben Moore is jest as bad as he is, only he goes at it
more sneakin'ly. I know as much about them two as anyone
who had been born to lead, and not to follow.
Now. that they were at Hope Gulch, our friends thought here does."
"Well, they won't bother us much if they know when they
they might as well see about getting hold of a claim.
Thei·e were still a few that were not staked right in the are well off," answered our hero.
"I should think Larry Pape would 1ceep shy of yer after
v~ry ~c-nfines of the camp, so Young Wild West simply told
his friends to go to the first one they saw, and go into camp. gittin' his heels hit by bullets," said the miner. "But foer
It was about the middle of the afternoon whe~all this hap- chances is that he is so mad about it that he'll be look i.n' fur
pe_n~d, and as the miners slowly went back to their work the a chance ter git square. My, but you sartinly are a deadshot, Young Wild West."
mmmg camp took on a very peaceful look once more.
"Well, I always make sure that I have got my target covYoung Wild West knew that he had niade enemies right
at the start, but that was nothing new. Any many who was ered before I pull a trigger," was the reply.
not straight and honest was sure to become an enemy to the I "I don't think I will work any more to-cby. What happened a little while ago sorter upset me. I r eckon I'll go
boy.
1
out along ther ridge over there an' try ter shoot a partridge
That was his nature.
"I !eckon it's a mighty good thing that Young Wild West or two. I'm a lover of game birds, yer know."
"Suppose I go along with you?" Wild said, picking up
an' his friends come ter Hope Gulch to-day, boys," said Sam
Slover to those who were standing near him, watching oux his rifle.
"Sartin. But ycr don't mean ter try ter shoot birds with
friends as they arranged their camp. "If they hadn't Dick
Butler would have been sti-ung up. I always allowed that that xifle, do yer?"
"Yes. I guess if I can hit the heel of a man's boot when
Larry Pape was a rascal, an' now I know it."
he is walking I ought to hit a partridge."
"Well, a partridge goes like thunder when he gits up."
"So does a rifle bullet, and if it is aimed right it will overCHAPTER II.
take the partridge evexy time."
YOUNG WILD WEST SHOWS BUTLER HOW TO SHOOT BffiDS.
"I xeckon it will. But I'm goin' ter take my shotgun. I'll
Young Wild West heard the remark made by the old miner, run more chance with it than I would with a rifle. I ain't
who had acted as the judge, but he said nothing· in answer to got no rifle, anyhow."
Butlex went in his shanty and got his gun.
it just then.
When he came out Wild was there waiting for him, so the
The man he had saved from death remained on the spot
they had selected to camp upon and watched the two China- two at once set out.
Hope Gulch happened to be in one of the parts of Arizona
men, as they bustled about and put up the tents in a sys.
whexe game is plentiful, and water can be had without carttematic way.
Hop and Wing had done this work so often that they knew ing it for miles.
The ridge of mountains that ran through that section was
just what to do when they started in.
There was no studying over what this or that rope was wooded and almost rang with other vegetation.
Springs and rills were plentiful, and this made plenty of
for; they just. run the tents right up, driving the stakes as
grass at the foot of the ridge.
they needed them.
Where there is plenty of vegetation there is bound to be
"I guess this place would" pan out somethin' in ther line
of pay-dirt if yer was ter try it," said Butler, as Young Wild plenty of game.
West began looking about the ground. "I'm glad yer picked
They had to pass several of the miners, who had gone back
out a claim that is right next ter ther mine. I've got one of to their work, and one of them called Butler over to him.
ther best in ther camp, as fur as surface deposits goes. There's
"I reckon that somethin' ought ter be done ter Pape for
no tellin' what might be found a few feet under ther ground playin' that game," he saict. "1t was a wonder that Sam
if a feller was ter try."
Slover didn't hold him up fur trial. It were a funny wa:v
"This is your claim, then?" our hero answered, as he- ter settle it, I think. As soon as Young Wild West showed
pointed to the land where a shanty stood. "That is the up an' got yer free ther matter was dropped. I am of ther
shanty they put the bag of money in, so they could convict opinion that if a galoot what steals a man's money an' then
you of stealing it from that galoot, is it?"
shoots his horse ought ter be hung, ther galoot what will
swear away ther life of an innocent man ought ter be hung!
"Yes, that's my shanty."
"Well, they all look alike from the hill up there. I didn't 'rJ,nt's me! I'm fur givin' Laxry Pape a trial, an' then
know exactly which one it was when I came down and went stringin' him up."
"You've got a pretty good idea about it, my friend," spoke
in and stopped the trial."
"It was Sam Slover's shanty ther trial was held in. It up Wild. "But since no harm was done to Butler, I think
ain't more'n a couple of hundred feet from mine, yer see, an' we had better let Pape live a while, and see what he will do.
there's Larry Pape's over there. His claim joins mine on The chances are that he will soon show his hand again, and
that side, an' yours on this. Pape's claim ain't paid him if he docs I think I can take care of him. I shot at his heels •
much so fur. H e's been at me fur a week ter trade. He this time, but the next time I may take a notion to put a
wanted ter give me ther horse he had ter shoot a little while bullet through his. heart. I am a pretty good judge o~ a man
ago an' two hundred dollars ter boot. I wouldn't trade, 'cause when I have a good look at him and listen to what he says.
I knowed I had a good thini; here. I reckon there's a fortune I have reason to believe that Larry Pape is a detriment to
thi camp."
1·ight on my claim, though I ain't lettin' it be known."
The last V>'as said in a low tone, so that no one could hear
"Well, I never did like him much 1 but now I'm fur stringin'
it but our friends.
up ther galoot," said the miner.
"Well, to-morrow we will see what there is here," said
"Leave it ter Young Wild West," Butler retorted.
Wild. "We'll stake it out and get our papers ready to file,
"All right. I reckon he knows what's what."
and then we'll dig a little. If there is anything here I'll
As Wild and Butler went on up the hill they saw that the
guarantee that we will find it, for we are generally pretty miner they had been talking to was getting the others near
lucky that way."
him interested in something.
"Good! I hope yer are lucky. If my shanty wasn't so
"That fellow means business, I guess," said our hero.
small I'd invite yer ter occupy it with me. Then yer wouldn't "What is his name, Butler?"
have ter sleep in them tents."
"Ike Pickett is his name. He's l;l,lways been a putty quiet
"Oh that just suits the girls. They believe in plenty of sort of man, too. I'm surprised at his gittin' so bitter agin
Pape all at once."
fresh air, and they thrive on this sort of living."
"Well, he has beeri swallowing a whole lot, probably, and
"Well. they might be safer if they was in a shanty nights.
Do yer know there's a putty bad gang of men here in Hope this last dose has been too much for him. I hope he doesn't
get the men excited so they will start a row with Pape and
Gulch?"
"I don't doubt it in the least, my friend. We find them in his friends. There would be sure to be somebody shot if that
about every mining camp we come across. But our girls can happened."
"He said he'd leave it ter you."
take care of themselves pretty well. They know how to use
"Yes.he said that, but there is no telling what they will
revolvers, and they are not afraid to use them, either. I
suppose the fellow who was trying to get you hanged is one do if some of the men show their willingness to call Pape
to an account. But never mind! We are after partridges
of the bad gang ? "
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just now, so we will let the other business go till we get
"Have you any idea where he
Et?" vVild asked, as
through. When a fellow goes after partridges he don't want he saw them all get at the birds went,
and make the feathers fly
to have anything else on his mmd but the partridges, I can from them.
tell you."
"Yes, I saw just where he went. You'll find him in the
"I reckon that'.s right, Mr. West."
saloon over there."
"You needn't be 'mistering' me. Call me Wild. That is
The sun was yet a couple of hours
and knowing that
what all my friends call me. I like it better, because I'm the girls would be able to assist Winghigh,
enough so the supper
only a boy, and you are a man."
.
could be got ready before dark,
"You are only a boy, as fur as age goes, I reckon," an- and find out what Hop was up to. Wild decided to go over
swered the miner, "but, great nuggets! yer kin lick any
"Come!" he said to Charlie.
will stay here with the
man what I ever seen, an' do it in a hurry, too! An' yer girls. We will go over an<l see"Jim
if Hop has got into trouas cool as ther water in a shady broof, too, when yer go ter ble yet.''
do it."
I
"All right," answered· the scout, and then they left the
"W'ell, that is simply a way I have got. I always make it camp and headed for the shanty saloon,
was about a
a point to look out for myself, and as I have found out how couple of hundred yards up the sandy roadwhich
that ran thror.gh
to remain cool, I can do it pretty well. Coolness counts for the center of the collection of shanties and tents.
a great deal, even in shooting quail or partridges."
Further away to the left and
the outskirts of the
They were now in a thick lot of bushes, and the words were mining camp was a bigger shanty,near
which bore a sign to the
scarcely out of our hero's mouth when up went a flock of effect that it was a tavern.
quail right before them.
Near this was the store and blacksmith shop, which showed
1:rack! crack! crack!
that when they we1·e built the owners thought that would be
Bang! Bang!
the central part of the camp.
.
-Wild fired three shots in quick succession, and Butler let
But it had turned out different, and the camp was workmg
both barrels of his shotgun go.
.
further up the gulch.
The result was that four bil'ds dropped.
"I missed one," said the miner, "an' you hit all three of
yours. That's what I call putty fine! You dropped three
quail in three shots, an' with a Winchester rifle, too!"
CHAPTER III.
"That is all right," answered Wild. "I dropped them, but
the next thing is to find them."
HOP SHOWS THE RASCALLY MINERS HOW HE CAN WIN
"That's so. Ther bushes is putty thick right where they
MONEY.
come cjown."
It did take them about ten minutes before they found all
We will now see what had become of Hop Wah, one of the
the five that had come down.
greatest Chinese magicians
ever livrd, though he did
They did not bother to go after the scattered flock of quail, not seek to make a livelihoodthat
from the profession.
but continued on up the hill.
Cheyenne Charlie had hit the nail right on the head when
Ten minutes later they started half a dozen partridges.
he said that. he had gone to look for a chance to gamble,
Butler fired twice and Wild once.
and also to get something in the line of a stimulant to
There was too much in the line of trees and undergrowth drink.
to get a good shot at the birds.
Hop had simply been waiting for the
to get away,
Wild dropped the one he had aimed at, however, though the and before Young Wild West had been chance
away half an ho~r
miner missed both his shots.
he had managed to slip off without being observed by Charlie
"You either waited too long, or shot too quick, I guess," and Jim.
our hero remarked, with a smile.
He knew that Arietta had seen him go, but as she said
"I must have," was the retort. "Well, I never was much nothing he decided that she was
not going to do anything to
of a shot, anyhow."
stop him.
·
.
"The next time you fire be sure that you have got the bird
He made his way straight to the saloon, as she had s::ud.
covered. There is no use in guessing at it; you won't hit' Hop i·elied on the impression
that
Young
Wild West had
anything once out of six times that way."
made in the mining camp to keep him from being bothered
"All right; I'll do as you say the next time. I know that by the bad element.
.
is the proper way, but I get a little excited and fire before I
He had witnessed the shooting when Larry Pape had !us
know it, really, sometimes."
boot-heels touched by bullets, and he made up his 111;ind that
They went on a couple of hundred yards further, and then if any of them tried to hurt him he would call their
attensome more partridges got up.
tion to the fact that they would get more than the villainous
This time Butler did do better.
miner had got, if they did not let him alone.
He got three of them, while Wild d1:opped another with
When he entered the shanty saloon there was quite a
his rifle.
crowd there.
'I'hey continued the sport for a full hour, and when they
And the· strangest part of it was that they were all of the
came back to the camp our hero had enough for a good meal same sort as Pape.
,
for all hands, while the miner declared that he would live
There were about a dozen of them there, all told, and some
on game for the next three days.
grinned, some .scowled, and others looked indifferent as the
"Where's ];lop?" Wild asked, as he threw down the par- innocent-look ing Celestial entered.
.
..
tridges and quail he had brought in. 1
"Me likee havee lillee dlop of tanglefoot," said Hop, sm1lmg
"'1'her heathen galoot has sneaked off ter git inter a blandly.
.
pmblin'· game of some kind, I reckon," answered Cheyenne
"I reckon yer kin have it, John," retorted the man behmd
· 1·11e. "Most likely he's been itchin' ter git his skin full the rough counter that was composed
of a couple of boards
of tanglefoot, too."
propped up br barrels. "Jest show ther color of yer money
"I want him here to pluck these birds, for Wing can't do an' ther bug-Juice will be forthcomin'
right away."
it alone, and get them cooked for supper, too.'
Hop laid down a twenty-dollar goldpiece and looked
"We'll help in that part of it," spoke up Arietta. "If Hop cheerful.
bas gone for a little recreation, let him have it. He is a
The man picked it up, weighed it in his hand, and nodded '
pretty good worker when there is anything to do, and he is approvingly.
so fond of the things that are not good for him that he can't
"That's all right, 'John Chinaman," he observed.
help going wrong once in a while.''
"Me no namee John; me namee Hop Wah," corrected the
Right here we may as well say that Hop was an expert Celestial.
sleight-of-han d performer, as well as an all-around gambler.
."Oh, all right, then. Help yourself!" and h e pushed out
He was full of fun at times, too, and for a Chinaman he a bottle and a glass.
could not be beat in the whole Wild West.
Hop did help himself. He had not had the opportunity to
Young Wild West paid him good wages, and as long as he get a drink of liquor in three or four days, and he
now took
chose to stick by them he would be apt to remain as a servant a good one, probably to make up for lost time.
to our friends, for on more than one occasion he had saved the
He swallowed the stuff and then looked at the boss and
lives of different members of the party.
smiled in a simple, childish way.
His brother, on the other hand, was just a plain, simple"Lat velly goodee tanglefoot.''
minded Celestial, honest and faithful to those he worked for.
"I never seen a heathen galoot what didn't like tanglefoot,"
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When Hop picked up the dice to put them over in front of
spoke up the man called Ben Moore, who, with Larry Pape,
next man he changed them for three others he had in
the
closely.
Chinaman
tne
was watching
hand.
his
nodded
man,"
Melican
samee
llee
a
"Me likee tanglefoot
The changed ones were the regula;r dice such as are used
Hop. "Me shootee allee samee Young Wild West! Me velly
gamblers in a squar.e game.
by
velly
whattee
China
in
uncle
gottee
me
smartee Chinee;
Those Hop had rolled out were not. They had only sixes
muchee smartee, and me allee samee likee my uncle."
"So you're very smart, are you?" remarked the keeper of and fives on them.
But they were of the same size as the others, and he was
the place, as he passed his change over, with a bad dollar
able to make the change easily.
among the coins.
Of course, he could be tied or beaten, but it was not likely
"l\1e velly smartee, lat light," answered Hop, taking up the
le2d coin and lo:iking at it curiously. "Me likee goodee to occur very often. of the six in the game, so the Chinaman
It was not by any
1noney."
smile.
"Ain't that good, you heathen galoot?" demanded the ras- raked in the ,p ot, with aa lucky
heathen," observed Pape, as he
"You're what I calls
cally man behind the counter, who was now ready to kick
dollar. "Let's see what yer kin do this time.
up a row wit}l the Chinaman, get hold of the rest of the put up another last
to throw this time.
Hop was the
change, and then throw him out for creating a disturbance
Fifteen was high, and he knew that he could not throw
in the saloon.
trick dice.
Hop shook his head in the negative, but he smiled in such under that amount with his were
handed him he let one drop
As the three little cubes
a good-natur ed way that the keeper of the place waited .t o
to the floor, and in picking it up he made the change again.
see what would happen next.
Then he rolled them out, and three sixes came up.
"Lat velly badee money," resumed the Celestial, and then
A murmur of astonishme nt came from the miners.
he picked up the rest of the change and slipped it into his
Three times more they threw, and each time Hop won.
pocket. "Me havee makee dollee goodee."
"Now me showee velly nicee lillee tlick with um cards,"
Then he covered it with his hand and began sliding it back
he said, the innocent smile hovering over his lips."
and forth on the rough board that formed the bar.
He carefully shuffled the pack, which, to all appearance s,
"Lere!" he exclaimed suddenly. "Me makee allee samee
was the same as anyl pack of cards.
goodee dollee."
"What are yer goin' ter show us?" asked Moore, who was
"Hanged if yer didn't! What do yer think of that, boys?
"Are
That was a regular ducker I jest give ther heathen, but it's not a little sore because he had lost in the dice game.back?"
yer goin' ter give a feller a chance ter git his money
all right now."
'
Hop nodded.
"Me allee samee velly smartee," observed Hop, smiling in
, "
,,
his bland way.
"Me allee samee likee givee chancee to gittee um money
"I reckon yer a1·e, wu~n'. fer kin change .bad money inter back," he assured the villainous fellow.
·'
good!"
Then he turned his back and spread the cards behind him.
The men in the pi;l.ce no{f crowded around and had a look
"You takee one cardee and puttee in your hat," he ob'
at the silver dollar. ,: ·
served in his simple, but glib way of talking. "You lookee
There was no quest~on about it; it was a good silver dollar. at um cardee, and you showee evelybody, so you knowee sure
Though it seemed wonderful to the saloonkeep er and the whattee card is ; !en you puttee in· um hat and puttee hat
miners, it was not, for Hop ha~ simply changed the lead piece on um heaclee. "
for a good one.
"All right. Here she goes!
His gift of sleight-of-h and permitted him to do that withMoore took a card, and showed it to the rest in the room.
r
discovered.
out being
It was the queen of diamonds.
The last man to handle the coin handed it to Hop.
He put it in his hat, as directed, and then said he was
?"
dlink
'nothee
um
for
dollee
s
li
takee
samee
"You allee
ready.
er.
saloonkeep
the
of
eyes
the
before
up
it
he asked, holding
"Allee light," said Hop, turning arnund, and still keeping
·
"Sartin I will," was the reply.
rest of the pack behind him. "Now me tellee whatee
the
out
poured
and
dollar
the
over
fingers
his
ed
Then Hop clo.
you takee."
card
hand.
other
the
his drink with
"Of course yer kin, if yer look ther pack over," spoke up
, "You allee samee givee me fifty cents change?" he queried,
one of the men.
as though he was doubtful of it.
"Nol me tellee light now; me knowee um card you takee,"
"Oh, yes. I'll give yer ther change."
'
he looked at Moore.
and
·
"Allee light."
was the quick
don't!".
yer
that
dollars
two
yer
bet
"I'll
The Chinaman swallowed the contents of the glass, and retort.
then brought his hand clown on the board counter with a
"Puttee um money on um bar."
bang.
The rascally miner did so.
When he lifted it up there was the counterfeit dollar!
"You gottee um queen of diamonds in um hat."
"Thunder!" gasped the man. "It's bad agin! What's ther
Moore uttered an oath, while the rest looked surprised.
matter with that blamed dollar, anyhow?"
Hop then put the two dollars in his pocket, and stood with
"Velly stlange," said Hop, shaking his head. "Me takee
the pack of cards, waiting to do something else.
'nothee dlink for um change."
Moore handed the card back, and the pack was shuffled
He did not wait to be told to go ahead, but helped himagain.
·
self.
··Me givee chancee to win um money back;'' he said, smil"Now me allee samee gottee money worth." he observed
"Me bettee t wo dollee lat if you takee card flom um
blandly. "Me allee samee likee my uncle in China; me velly ingly.
deck it will be um queen of diamonds, allee samee, so be!"
muchee smartee."
"I'll go yer!"
While the miners we1·e talking about what h ad happened
Once more the miner put up the money.
and expressing their surprise, Hop pulled three dice from his
Then he selected a card from th e pack and looked at it.
pocket and began rolling them on the counter in an absentIt was the queen of diamonds again, sure enough !
minded sort of way.
The men in the shanty saloon did not know ·what to make
Almost instantly Ben Moore stepped up.
of thi s.
"I'll chuck yer dice fur a dollar," he said.
It seemed that the Chinaman was bound to win, no matter
"Allee light," was the reply. "Me likee thlow clicee."
how he bet .
"I'll go in that game, too," spoke up another man.
"Puttee um card back in um deck," Hop said, as he
"Me, too!"
stuffed the money away. "Me givee 'nothee chance."
"So will I."
Moore shoved the card in the midd le of the pack.
Then half a dozen crowded up, and each put a dollar on
"Where you put um card?" asked the Celestial innocently.
the board.
"I know right where I put it," was 1lhe reply.
"High man takes ther money, an' low man pays fur ther
"Lis um card," and Hop slid one out that was next t o the
drinks for all hands," said Pape, whq was one of those who
top one.
went in 'the game.
"No, it ain't."
Hop nodded.
"Me bettee allee samee ten dollee."
Then he rolled out the dice, and seventeen came up.
"I'll go yer, yer heathen galoot! Here's where I git square
next
the
was
this
for
other,
each
at
looked
The miners
yer."
with
dice.
three
from
got
be
could
highest throw that
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The money was put otlt and then Hop turned over the [ "Mc showee nicee lillee tlick," answered Hop, smiling and
card.
shaking his head.
It was the queen of diam 1ds!
"You won some money from him, didn't you?"
Moore pulled his shooter , th his right hand, and grabbed
"I >:hould say that he did!" spoke up the boss of the saloon.
for the money with his left.
"I river seen -;;ich a lucky galoot in my life!"
But he was not quick enough to get it. Hop whipped it up
"Just tell us how he did it, will you?"
and put it out of sight.
The man quickly related just what had happened.
At that moment Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
"And so you fellows threw dice with him and lost, did
entered the place.
you ? " our he~·o asked, turning to the miners. "Didn't you
have any idea that he might be cheating you?" ,
"How could he cheat?" asked one of them, shaking his
CHAPTER IV.
head. "We all was throwin' with ther same dice."
"The dice that belong to the bar here, I suppose?"
HOP WAH GOES FISHING.
"No; ther heathen furnished ther dice."
"Oh! I understand it now. Hop, you just give back the
The chances are that Ben Moore would have made it pretty money that you won from thes<! men."
warm for Hop Wah if Young Wild West and ·cheyenne
"Me no likee," retorted Hop, looking very sad.
Charlie had not come in at that moment.
"I know you don't like to do it. But I say do it! Do you
But the moment the villain saw them he put his shooter hear?"
back in his belt.
"Me givee um money back," said the Celestial, quickly.
"What's the matter,. Hop?" asked Wild, who noticed the "Me only havee lillee fun."
move the man made, and knew very well that he had been
Larry Pape and Ben Moore had gone out, as we have said,
about to tackle the Chinaman.
and so he went out to look for them.
"Evelyting allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply. "Me
The two villains hastened to meet the Chinaman, as he
allee samee allee light; me feel ,like um bully boy with a came toward them, and when they were handed the money
glassee eye."
they had lost they seemed rather pleased.
Moore scowled and got back against the counter.
Hop walked back to the shanty, the expression on his face
"What are you looking so mad about, yer sick-lookin' making it appear as though he had not a friend in the world.
coyote?" asked the scout, who could not restrain himself Wild and Charlie were in the doorway, waiting for him.
from saying something.
"Hop," said Wild, "these men here would like to know how
"I ain't said nothin' ter you," was the retort. "What are it was that the queen of diamonds could be taken out of the
1
yer lookin' fur, a row?"
pack from a different place than where it was put. Just get
"Yes, that's jest it! Want ter fight, do yer?"
the pack of cards out that you ,used, will you?"
This was a little more than the miner expected, and he
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the bland reply.
knew not what to say.
The Chinaman knew it was no use to try to evade it, so he
He had seen enough out of Young Wild West to make him brought out the same cards he had used to do his tricks.
afraid of him, and he figured that if his partners were built
Wild took them and looked t:\lem over.
anything like him he had better keep still.
As he supposed, they were all queens of diamonds.
"I reckon you needn't think ,..you're goin' ter run things ,- It was a pack thaJ Hop carried for the purpose of fooling
the men he came in contact with, and he always manazed to
here in Hope Gulch," he mam\~ed to blurt out.
"We didll't come here fur that purpose. But I'll tell yer do it, too.
Wild shuffled the cards, and then told each of the miners
one thing: Yer kin bet your life that we ain't ther ones as
will stand by u' see innocent people hung. We ain't built to take one from the pack.
They did so.
on that plan."
"Now you all know what cards you have got?" he said
Larry Pape grew very fl.dgetty.
"I reckon there ain't no need of a row," he observed, look- questioningly.
"Sartin!" was the reply.
ing at his friend, Ben Moore. "What's ther use, Ben? You
Then they held them up in surprise.
ought ter know that these people are dead sure with a gun.
"That's ther blamedest deck of cards I ever seen!" declared
What show have we got? We've got ter take our medicine,
one. "There ain't nothin' but queens ·o f diamonds in it!"
jest as many a good man before us has had ter do."
"That's right. Now, you can see how easy it was for you
Young Wild West laughed at this remark.
"And many a bad one, too," he added. t "But I think you to get fooled. Just take my advice, and don't you bet with
are wise, Larry Pape. You had better ma.ke up your mind Hop Wah again; that's all I can tell :11ou. He can beat the
to own up that you have been a rank scoundrel, and that you best tricksters in the country, and if he can do that he can
mean to do better in the future. Just look at all these men easily fool such fellows as you are."
Wild did not force Hop to explain how he had won with
here and tell them that you found you could not trade claims
with Dick Butler, so you put up a job on him to get him the dice.
He thought it would be better to let that remain a secret.
hanged. And that you meant to jump his claim as soon as
He knew all about the trick dice, of course, but if he told
he was strung up. Out with it! Make a clean breast
about them Hop might feel so sore that he would give up his
of it!"
funny business altogether.
The face of the man turned white, then red.
That would not do, as when times were dull with them Hop
He was being shoved hard now, and there was no mistake
was the life of the party, with his magic tricks and funny
about it.
"Yer kin have it as yer like, Young Wild West!" he said, escapades.
Before going out Wild treated all hands, for he always
after a pause. "I dou't know as I have got ter tell a lie
liked to leave a good impression with miners.
about it."
He knew that the men were friends of Larry Pape, but that
"All right. But I guess everybody here knows pretty well
not matter.
that you meant to do just as I have said. Now, take my didJim
and the girls were taking it easy at the camp when
advice about it and try and behave yourself. You will live they got
back, for the birds had been plucked and Wing was
longer and die happier if you do."
now getting them 1·eady for cooking.
Pape said no more, but walked out of the place.
Hop was there, too.
Ben Moore was not long in following him.
He sat under a tree, half asleep, and he did not pay the
"You better take that advice, too, yer measly coyote!" least
bit of attention to Wild and Charlie when they came
called out Cheyenne Charlie.
back.
"I reckon I'm all right," was the retort.
But our hero knew he would . soon get in a good humor
The rest of the miners in the saloon were not ready to again.
go out yet.
He advised the scout to let him alone, so nothing was
As they were not in the row, they felt that they had a right said to him.
to stay and find out more about Young Wild West, and also
Pretty soon Hop got up and began rummaging among his
the wonderful Chinaman.
effects that he carried with bim on the pack-horse he had
"What was the trouble, Hop?" Wild asked, looking the charge of.
Celestial in the eye. "What was that galoot getting 1·eady to
There was a creek that ran through the gulch not far disbore you with a bullet for 7"
tant, and when our friends saw him start for the little bridge
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doubt put it in the stream before he undertoo k to go fishing.
that'cros sed it, with some fishing tackle in his hand, they He smiled in his simple way, and this was too much for
could not help smiling.
Cheyenn e Charlie.
There were no fish in the creek-t hat they had heard of.the
"Yer yaller pig-taile d heathen, with your eyes cut bias!"
Hop had a jointed pole of bamboo, and when he got to
exclaime d, "what do yer think we are, a lot of fools?" ?"
he
water.
th~
bridge he sat down and• let his feet hang over
Charlie allee samee velly mad; whattee mattee
"Misler
carefully
him
saw
They watched him from the camp, and
reply.
the
was
taken
been
bait his hook with some of the entrails that had
"What did yer go an' fish in that brook for?"
from the quail and partridg es by his brother.
fishee alle samee makee Melican man's surplise. "
"Me
catch
ter
I wonder what ther heathen galoot expects
l guess you did make them surprised , Hop," spoke
"Well,
there?" observed the scout, a grin on his bronzed face.
"They won't get done talking about your fishing
Wild.
up
as
much
as
"There might be some fish in the creek; i~ is
I'll bet none of them ever saw such wonderf ul
week.
a
for
three feet deep in some places," suggeste d Jim.
sure I never did."
am
I
fishing.
th~t
"There might have been one time, but don't. y1er s'_Pose
"That is a fine fish you caught, Hop," chimed in Arietta.
ther miners have scared 'em all away by washm their dust m "I suppose you will let Wing cook it for supper."
ther creek."
"Me no likee cookee um tin fish," said Wing, shaking his
"Well, if anybody can catch fish there it is Hop," said our head.
"My blother play allee samee lillee boy."
hero, quietly.
Hop grinned, and put the toy fish away, evidently afraid
They soon found that they were not the only ones inter- Charlie
would get hold of it and destroy it.
ested in the Celestia l fisherma n.
Wild could not help laughing .
It was quitting time for the miners, and as th_ey came
He thought it a very good joke, and when he looked over
from their claims to stop at the places whe1·e dnnks and at the miners he said:
tobacco was sold, before going to their shanties , they paused
"Some of them are there yet. I won't be, much surprised
•
at the little bridge and watched Hop.
I see them getting fishing tackle and trying their luck."
The Chinama n did not pay the least attention to them, but if "Oh,
it won't be as bad as that, Wild," answere d his pretty
went on fishing.
art. "They all see through the joke by this time."
sweethe
them,
of
best
the
get
to
curiosity
their
allowed
friends
Our
of them did not see through it. They went into
some
But
specbecame
and
creek
the
to
down
walked
too,
and they,
saloon, and when they heard how Hop had fooled them
the
tators.
and in there they made up their minds that the Chinama n was
Over a dozen of the rough-lo oking miners were there, was
somethin g more than the general run of Chinese.
there
that
smiled,
they
way
the
by
tell,
could
our frjends
It was just about sundown when Wing had supper ready.
creek.
the
in
fish
a.ny
be
not supposed to
It was a rousing good suppe1·, too, and the odor of it
while.
a
for
Hop sat in silence
over the vicinity of their camp, and caused the mipers
next
spread
the
and
bite,
a
had
he
though
as
acted
he
Suddenly
not have a great deal to eat to sniff the air and get
did
it
who
landed
and
can
tin
a
up
pulled
he
knew
·s
thing the spectato1
hungry.
on the bridge.
Our friends enjoyed the meal, as they always did, and then
He placed it near him, just as though it was exactly what
put on the finishing touches to the camp for the night.
again
they
hook
the
baited
he
then
and
catch,
to
he had expected
decided to remain right there, and not mix up with
Wild
water.
and cast it into the
that night.
,
miners
supposed
the
be
might
as
miners,
the
from
There was a laugh
He did not want to have any more trouble with Larry Pape
but the Chinama n paid not the least attention to it.
·
and his friends, unless it was started by the villains.
Suddenly he got another bite.
be said that he
not
could
it
them
from
away
a
in
keeping
By
pulled
h~
hands,
all
of
Then, much to the surprise
was trying to bulldoze them.
small fish.
The night passed as quietly as could be expected .
Before anyone could see just what kind of a fish it was he
next morning all hands were up bright and early.
The
pocket.
his
in
it
placed
and
hook
had grabbed it from the
believed in the motto, "Early to bed and early to
They
now.
nearer
The miners got a little
in
caught
been
rise."
had
fish
a
that
learn
They were surprise d to
"Now, then," observed Young Wild West, "as soon as wea
the water near the bridge.
had breakfas t we will try and find out what sort of
have
cast.
another
made
Hop rebaited his hook and
bottle.
this is. Charlie, you can go over to the store and
whisky
a
claim
in
pulled
he
He had scarcely done so when
the
to
put down in your name. The storekee per takes down
attached
it
was
have
that
loop
The hook had caught a wire
came
it
of those who stake out claims, so I understa nd
as
it
names
the
caught
he
neck, and with a graceful swing,
We will go through the usual formalit y,
Butler.
Dick
from
'toward him.
a strike no one can take the claim away
him,
make
we
about
if
on
then
going
and
was
Then, totally oblivious to what
it
placing
and
us."
bottle,
from
the
the Celestial drew the cork from
"I reckon if anyone tried ter do that they'd have a hard
to his lips, took a good swig.
He smacked his lips and put the bottle in his pocket, after time," answere d the scout. "The1·e ain't enough galoots in
this here minin' camp ter take this claim away from us!"
first putting the cork back.
"Well, they might make it pretty warm for us if thern was
Then he put some more bait on the hook and made another
least doubt as to our title to the piece of land. You go
the
cast.
Those watching him saw him dragging the hook around on over to the store as soon as breakfas t is over. I guess I had
better go with you."
the bottom this time.
Suddenly his face lighted up, and then up came the hook
"Yes, you go with me, Wild. Then you'll know that it's
and
watch
gold
a
be
from the water with what appeared to
all right fur sartin."
chain hanging to it.
As soon as breakfas t was over with the two went over to
Hop quickly got the watch under his loose-fit ting g-own, and the store.
smiled
and
then rising to his feet, he looked at the crowd
It was the first they had been there, but the propriet or had
blandly.
all about them, and he was all smiles when they
heard.
them
for
"Velly goodee fishee." he remarke d, loud enough
1n.
came
and
tackle
all to hear, and then he gathered up his fishing
As there was no one else there just then, they soon had
walked back to the camp.
business attended to.
their
our
at
"Ther heathen galoot has had a whole lot of fun
While they stood talking with the storekee per a man came
of
expense, I reckon," remarke d Cheyenn e Charlie, in a tone
in and handed Wild a piece of paper.
disgust. "We might have knowed that he was up ter some
"A note for Young Wild West,'' he said, and then he _,,.:>t
of his foolishne ss."
of the store as though he was in a hurry.
out
Then there was a silence.
Wild opened the pape1· and read the followin g:
"Young Wild West and his crowd is hereby notified to get
out of Hope Gulch. We have decided that you are not here
YOUNG WILD WEST'S GOLD DUST DRIFT.
for the good of the camp, and therefor e you have got to
leave. There was no trouble here until you came, and now
stood
Hop
When our friends walked back into the camp
everythi ng is upset in the Gulch. You have got until sunbefore his brother with a little tin fish in his hand.
to leave.
It was a toy that he had come across in some way, and set to-night
"By Order of the Committ ee of Ten."
with the bottle of whisky and watch and chain, he had no
CHAPT ER V.
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"Whew!" exclaimed the dashing young dcadshot, as he
The ground was of a sort of clay here, and it was hard
turned the note over to the scout. "Just read that, will you, and
dry, unlike the rest of the soil.
Charlie?"
"Jumpin' wildcats!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, when he theDick Butler, the miner he had saved from being hanged
had read the order fo1· them to leave. "Now I reckon there's away,afternoon before, was working about two hundred feet
and when he saw the young de,adshot ready for work
goin' ter be a lively time here."
shouted:
"What's ther trouble ?" spoke up the storekeep er, anxiously , he "I
wish yer luck, Young Wild West."
for he acted as though he knew there was something wrong.
"Thank you," replied Wild. "Luck is something that gen"Nothing much," answered our hero. "We have been noti- erally
travels with me. This is the first time I have had a
fied to leave Hope Gulch, that's all."
pick in my hand, to go to work with. in a long time. I feel
"I was afraid that somethin' like that was goin' ter hap- it
in my bones that I am going to strike it rich."
pen," and the man ,;hook his head. "I heard some talk last
Then he swung the pick and drove the point into the ground
nip.-ht about it. Some of ther boys here don't like you folks." several
inches.
"Well, perhaps they'll like us better when they come to
It was just the spot for gold, and our hero }mew it.
know us well," answered Wild, with a smile.
So when he pried with the pick and the dirt broke away
The storekeep er 1'hrugged his shoulders .
"It's too bad you've ,iot young gals with yer," he said, in small chunks, showing a clear deposit of fine particles of
slowly. "There's no tellin' what might happen ter 'em if gold, he was not much surprised .
"I guess I have struck it, boys," he said, as Charlie and
T."'rry Pape an' his gang was ter git drunk an' git on their
Jim came up. "You can be ready in a couple of minutes to
high horse."
"Oh, that will be all right. They will find that the girls take a panful down to the brook and wash it. I was sure
·with us know how to take care of themselve s pretty well. there was something here. Just because there is no loose
"Don't give yourself the least alarm about it, my friend. nuggets lying around on the surface doesn't say that there
We'll take care of this bunch of galoots, and don't you forget is nothing a few inches under."
The boy was not a bit excited, though he knew he had
it! We have never been driven out of a mining camp yet,
and we have been in some of the toughest to be found in the struck it rich.
He was used to making fortunes, and also to losing them.
West. If Larry Pape and his gang are looking for fight they
There was no doubt a drift of gold dust right where he had
will get all they want."
struck the pick in the ground, and he knew it.
"Let me see ther note, will yer ?"
If anyone else had not chosen to dig there before they came
"Yes. Here it is."
to Hope Gulch it was not his fault.
The man read it over carefully and shook his head again.
Thud!
"I know jest about who ther Committe e of Ten is," he said.
He drove the pick in the ground again.
"Larry Pape is at the head of it, yer kin bet. He's very
Thud! Thud! Thud!
oitter agin you fur what yer done ter him yisterday. Jack
Three more drives, and he picked up the shovel and let the
Hitcher is ther one "·hat wrote this, 'cause he's about ther
best scholar we've got in Hope Gulch. I know his writin' pick drop.
Scraping away the dirt a little, he paused and pointed at
very well. I'm afraid ycr won't be able ter do much with
his feet.
thcr claim you've jest staked out."
"Great gimlets!" c-riecl Cheyenne Charlie. "She's here,
Wild laughed at the man.
Wild! That's ther pure dust!"
"I guess you don't know me very well," he remarked .
"As sure as you live it is, Wild!" echoed Jim Dart.
"No, I never heard of yer afore, Young Wild West. They
"Well, don't get excited over it, boys. It all happens in a
do say as how you're a regular terror, though. That's what
some of ther boys was sayin' last night what has heard life-time, you know. We don't want it to be known that we
have struck it so heavy? Why, if this is known in Tucson
somewha t about yer."
"Well, I don't ·want to be called a terror, unless it be a men will be flocking to this place by the hundred. We must
terror to evildoers. I think we got here just in the right keep this find a secret for a while. If it pans out like I
time, don't you? We saved the life of the man named Dick think it will I will find a customer for the claim inside of a
week. That will be the best way. We'll sell it."
Butler, didn't we?"
They spent the next two hours in digging down and exam"Yer sartinly did, fur ther boys would have hung him
ining the deposit that was under the ridge.
sartin su1·e."
In every place they dug they found the gold dust in almost
"Then we have done some good by coming here?"
pure state.
"Oh, yes! I'm glad yer happened along yisterday jest as itsThe
ridge was about a hundred feet long, so that meant
yer did. But I'm sorry you've been 01·dered to leave."
that the drift of gold dust was that length.
"Well, I'm not sorry. We are not going to leave, either.
Wild took a few ounces of the dust in the pan, and then
If this committe e don't look out there will be a big business told
his partners to cover the little holes that had been dug.
for the undertake r here before to-morrow morning."
He went down to the creek near the bridge and washed the
"An' yer kin bet your life on that!" added Cheyenne stuff he had in
the pan.
Charlie vehement ly.
"It's all right!" he said, a couple of minutes later. "This
The storekeep er shrugged his shoulders as they went out. is the real
stuff. We are rich now, if we never were before!"
Wild and Charlie went l'ight back to their camp as though
nothing had happened .
They told Jim and the girls, of course, and showed them
the note.
CHAPTE R VI.
Anna and Eloise became a bit nervous, but the blue eyes of
Arietta flashed as she exclaimed :
HOW THE BAD ELEMENT ORGANIZED.
"I would like to see them drive up away from here! I
The Committe e of Ten, as they called themselve s, had in
guess we have as much right here as anyone, and if they
try it they will find out that they have barked up the wrong truth been very active the night before.
Larry Pape, with the sting of the treatmen t he had retree!"
"That's the way to talk, Et," said Wild, with a laugh. ceived at the hands of Young Wild West smarting him, had
"But never mind about the Committe e of Ten just now; I ~one about among the men he thought he could trust, a,nd
have got it in my head to do a little prospecti ng righ~ here, mvited them to meet at his shanty.
Twenty-tw o of the worst men of the sixty that were inand I am going to do it. I feel as th.ough we are gomg. to
strike it rich, and as we have not made any money outside habitants of the camp came.
It was the first time they had all got together for the comof the regular incomes we have from our mines in some
.
little time, it will come in handy. It costs money to go mon purpose of perpetrat ing villainy.
Heretofor e they had simply done wrong smgly, whether
riding about the country :1s we do, even if we do cai:np out
the biggest part of the time. The wages of the Chinamen it was stealing from their fellow miners or swindling innohave got to be paid, and grub is mighty high iB most of the cents at gambling games.
As in most cases, all the men wanted was a leade1·.
places we stop at."
Larry Pape had been quite popular with those who had
Wild was now ready for work.
answered his call,
he had assured them that he
He got out a pick and shovel and a pan from the outfit was positive that and when
Butler, or a man that looked very
they had with them, and started for a little ridge that ran much like him, wasDick
the one who had stolen his money, the
throu11:h the center of the claim.
most of them believed him.
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But none of them were so rash as to claim that Butler of a mind to, and finally Larry Pape declared that they would
should be lynched, now that it was over with.
pass a law to the effect that every miner not belonging to the
"Boys," said Pape, when they wel'e assembled at his shanty, Ol'ganization should be made to pay a weekly tax, said money
"I reckon I've always done ther right thing by everyone to be used to pay for the expense incurred for "bug-juice"
since I come here ter Hope Gulch, ain't I?"
and smoking supplies at the meetings.
"Yes, yes!" came the re_ply from all.
Great ideas those men had just then, and some of them
"Well, it don't say that I've got to take a back seat, jest wondered why it was that such an organization had not been
because a boy what kin shoot quicker than ther most of formed before.
human bein's, an' who has got nerve enough fol' ten ordinary
It was late when the meeting adjourned, and when it did
men, comes here an' makes me out as no good, does it?"
the man who gave Wild the note the following morning was
"Not much, Larry!" cried out his right-hand man, Ben intrusted with it and told what to do.
Moore.
When he delivered it the rest of the so-called organization
The others joined in with him, to a man.
of lawmakers for the benefit of the camp were waiting near
"Well, it's either Young Wild West or me that's got ter git Pape's shanty.
out of this camp. It ain't big enough ter hold ther two of
But when noon came they could not hear anything that
us, an' I'm ready ter say so. I know I won't stand no show would let them know what Young Wild West was going to
with that young galoot if it comes ter a fair fight between us. do about it.
He's a dead shot, an' I ain't. Now, if you fellers says that I
"I tell yer what I'll do," said Larry Pape. "I'll rlBl over
ought ter stay here in Hope Gulch, an' do as I have always
been doin', all right. I mean, are yer goin' ter stick ter me to ther store an' try an' find out somethin' there. Maybe
if I say I'll put up a fight agin Young Wild West an' them Young Wild West let-ther storekeeper know about ther note."
This seemed probable, so those present nodded their apwhat's with him!"
Cries of "We will!" "You bet!" and the like came from the proval.
The boss of the organization took a walk to the store as
company.
soon as he had finished his noon-day meal, and finding the
Pape looked pleased.
"I move that we form an organization that will run the storekeeper alone, he immediately brought up the subject.
"Yes," was the 1·eply to his question, "Young Wild West
camp the way we think it ought to be run," spoke up a man
called Jack Hitcher, the acknowledged "smartest galoot in showed me ther note, but · he didn't seem ter mind it much.
He said as how he wasn't going' ter leave by sunset."
ther camp."
"He did say that!" and Pape made out that he was much
"I second ther motion!" cried Moore.
"Question!" called some one, who had a slight knowledge of surprised.
how a meeting was carried on.
The truth was that he did not believe the boy would leave,
Pape looked confused.
but he wanted to make it appear that he had that idea.
It was all right, but he did not know what to do next.
"He said it all right," answered the storekeeper, shaking
"Put ther question, Mr. Chairman," said Jack Hitcher.
his head. "I told him he'd better go, but he only laughed.
"How do yer do it, Jack?" came the reply.
He said he'd never been run out of any camp yet, an' that he
"Just say: 'All in favor of forming an organization to run didn't mean ter be now. I heard last night that you was
Hope Gulch the way said organization thinks it ought to be gittin' up some kind Jlf an organization. What's ther name
run, say Aye.' "
of it, Larry?"
"All ~hem what s_ays they'xe goin' ter run things ther way
"It's jest an organization, that's all.''
they said I was gomg ter say about Hope Gulch run things
"What is it fur-ter clean out Young Wild West?"
1
t her way they want ter say they're goin' ter say they said
' 'l'hat's one of ther things it was made fur.
But there is
they was goll!,' ter run every galoot out of camp what don't other things that will be brought up later on. This here
have nothin' ter say!" said Pape, struggling through what he camp ain't got no head or tail ter it. Everybody seems ter
could remember of it, and adding what he thought belonged be his own boss here, so long as he's got money ter spend.
to it.
We're goin' ter run it so ther camp will be benefited. We're
The men laughed, of course.
goin' ter tax every galoot what don't join ther organization,
"You do it, Jack," said Pape, getting red in the face. "I that's what we're goin' ter do! An' if a galoot don't like our
don't know nothin' about runnin' a meetin'."
way of <loin' business he'll be invited to leave, ther same as
"All right," and then Hitcher put the question, and it was Young Wild West an' his gang have."
carried.
The storekeeper did not like this idea much, but he did not
"Now, then," said Hitcher, "I move that Larry Pape be the say so.
boss of this organization."
·
He got his support from the good and bad of the camp,
This was duly carried out.
it was not for him to take one side or the other.
Then somebody suggested that Hitcher be the man to run and
"What's this money what you'll raise by taxin' them what
the meetings wheneve1· they were held, and this was don't
jine ther organization ter be used fur, Larry?" he
adopted.
After a little talk Jack Hitcher, who was to be the secre- questioned.
"Ter buy bug-juice an' tobacker," was the quick reply.
tary as w'ell, wrote out a pledge and all stepped up and "Wha~
do yer s'pose it would be took fur, ter put down flagsigned it, those who could not write their names placing stones an'
cobble-stones fur ther galoots of Hope Gulch ter
their mark on the paper.
walk on?"
The pledge was about the substance of the original motion,
"Well, no. But--"
which meant anything, so long as things were run to suit the
"Maybe yer think it is ter be used ter buy a horse-car, or
organization.
This done, it was decided that a committee of ten should build a church, or somethin' like that.''
"No, Larry, I wasn't thinkin' that. I was jest thinkin'
be appointed to notify Young Wild West and his friends that
they must leave the camp, , since the organization felt that that if everybody was ter jine- ther organization there
the camp could get along a great deal better without their wouldn't be nobody ter pay ther taxes. Then ther money
couldn't be used fur rum an·' tobacker, 'cause there wouldn't
presence there.
The l'esult was that the note our hero received the next be no money ter buy it."
Pape scratched his head.
morning was written.
Evidently he had not thought of anything like that before.
It was also decided that if the dashing young deadshot did
"But," said ·he, "it [.in't likely everybody will want ter jine.
not leave by sundown, measures would be adopted that would
Some will think that our way of <loin' business ain't right, an'
make them leave, either in the flesh or in the spirit.
After this was adopted a few of them wanted to know just they'll be agin us.''
"I s'pose that's so," admitted the storekeeper, who knew
what that meant, and when Jack Hitcher explained it to them
very well that the organization was gotten up for the pllrthey nodded and looked wise:
"Yer might jest as well have said, though, that if they pose of robbing and bulldozing the better element of the
didn't git out by sunset to-morrer they would die with their camp.
"Well, yer kin think it over, an' if yer make up your mind
boots on," remarked Ben Moore.
As Pape had brought a· demijohn of liquor from the tavern that yer want ter come in with us jest let me know. Mayb~
the meeting turned out to be quite a convivial one, and the you'll think wel! of it after Young Wild West is out of theI
game."
villainous nature of the men blended agreeably.
"I'll think it ove1·, Larry.''
They got to talking about what they could do if they were
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Pape came back and reported that Young Wild West had started in, an' ain't had ter go anywhere else, 'cause I have
tol<l the storekeeper that he did not intend to leave that made not less than a hundred dollars a day fur every day
night.
I'se worked. I don't mind tcllin' you folks this, though I
''Now, then," said he, "here's where ther Committee of Ten wouldn't want everybody ter know it."
comes in. It is fur them ter 'tend ter Young Wild West an'
Wild saw that the spot he was working on was not near
his two pards. Of course, we don't want ter hurt them gals. the streak, so he smiled and said:
If they want ter stay here they kin. But ther rest has ter . "I have an idea that you can make more than a hundred
git out. We'll take them two Chinee galoots an' string 'em dolla1·s a day if you start in somewhere else."
up by their pig-tails, an' shoot holes through 'em. That'll
"What do yer mean by that?" asked Butler, as he started
sorter impress ther rest of the galoots here in Hope Gulch a fire to fry some bacon and boil his coffee.
that our organization means business."
"Come over here; I want to show you something."
"Well," remarked Jack Hitcher, who was not one of the
The miner followed him until they came to the end of the
committee, for he had been shrewd enough to keep off it, streak that connected with the ridge on the other claim.
"it is for you to settle on what to do. You are the boss, and
"I. want you to start and dig right here after you get your
in charge of the committee, you know."
din~r," our hero said, looking at him in a way that told he
Pape showed signs of uneasiness.
wy,...in great earnest.
"I reckon we'll have ter wait until dark," he said, after a
Do yer think I'll better myself?"
paus~. "If Young Wild West ain't gone by that time we'll
"If you don't you won't lose anything by it."
have ter tackle 'em an' let bullets go at 'em, that's all."
"That's so. Well, I'll do jest as you say, Young Wild West.
Then he told them that they would hold another meeting If I strike anything better than what I've got aheady, I'll
at sundown and make the :final arrangements for the cleaning put ther price of my claim up fifty thousand dollars."
out that was to take place.
"Why, are you thinking of selling?"
During the day the organization tried to gain more recruits,
"Yes. I heard that a couple of rich capitalists are comin'
but they met with poor success.
up from Tucson some time this week ter buy up what they
The storekeeper was working against them on the quiet, kin of ther land here. I've been holdin' my claim as worth
and if there had never been a division in the good and bad of eighty thousand dollars. I'll sell it fur that much right at
the camp before, there was to be now.
this minute."
La,rry Pape kept a watch on Young Wild West and his
"Don't be in a hurry about it, Butler. You just do as I
friends during the day.
say. If I didn't feel that I would be taking a mean advanHe knew they had been digging around upon the claim tage of you I would buy your claim right now. But I won't
they had stake out, but he did not have any idea that they do it. I want you to get what it is worth."
had struck a gold dust drift that was worth a million.
Dick Butler hardly knew what to make of this kind of talk.
If he had known this he might have been more eager to
"I'll do as you say, Young Wild West," he repeated. "It
get rid of them and jump the claim.
might be that ther capitalists will come in to-night, with ther
As the miners were quitting for the night those who be- stage-coach tl:ro.t's due at sunset. If they do I'll consult with
longed to the gang that had decided to run Hope Gulch their you afore I sell."
'
way stopped at the shanty of Pape on their way from' work.
"All right, Butler."
Jack Hitcher was the last one to ar).".ive of the twenty-two.
Our friends then went back to their camp.
"Are yer getting ready for business, you Committee of
It was not long after they had eaten their noonday meal
Ten?" he asked.
when Butler came over to them in a very excited state.
"I sorter reckon so," replied the leader nervously.
'
"Young Wild West, you're a regular wizard!" was the first
"Well, you want to be careful and not shoot the girls. I thing he said.
have made up my mind that I would like to have one of them
"What is the matter, Butler?" Wild asked, looking at him
for a wife."
and smiling.
"Jack," said Pape, nodding his head decisively, "I reckon
"How in thunder did you know there was anything there?
you had better help me lead this fight. You want one of I dug down about two feet an' struck a drift that's about six
them gals, so yer must do somethin' toward gittin' her."
feet wide, an' no one knows how long! It's ther pure stuff,
"All right, then," answered the smartest man in Hope too. See!"
Gulch.
He showed a handful of glittering particles exactly the
same as our hero had found when he opened the end of the
drift that morni;ng.
"I thought so," said Wild, nodding his head approvingly.
CH.A'.PTER
VII.
I
"We've got the same thing here."
"What!" gasped the miner.
,
THE FIGHT BEGINS.
"That's right. Butler, I guess your claim is worth more
Young Wild West and his friends took the finding of the than eighty thousand dollars now."
"I reckon it is. But say! How did yer have an idea that
rich drift very easy.
Of course, the girls were not a little excited when they I would find this stuff where you told me ter dig?"
"I judged by the color of the soil, that's all."
realized that a fortune lay right there, waiting to be taken
"An' you've got ther same thing here?"
out.
"Yes. Look at that ridge, will you? See where it drops
But they soon calmed themselves and settled down to wait
down to a level and joins the streak that runs nearly all the
developments.
During the morning Wild and his partners wellt over other way through your land. Well, the whole thing is a gold dust
drift. If there isn't a million dollars' worth here I'll eat
parts of the claim.
Not enough pay-dirt was found anywhere away from the my hat!"
ridge to make it worth while, though it was possible that
"Young Wild West," said Butler, in a hoarse whisper, "are
down in the ground there might be rich deposits.
yer goin' ter sell out?"
"Do you know one thing, boys?" our hero observed, shortly
"Just as soon as I can get the price we want."
before noon, "I have reason to believe that the drift extends
"S'pos.e._yer sell my claim at ther same time?"
over on the claim of Dick Butler. There is a streak of the
"If you want it that way I will."
same colored soil that is in the ridge that runs on him for
"I do want it that way. I'll take a third of ther price yer
over fifty feet, and it connects right with this. I guess we git fer both claims, if yer say so."
had better find out if he has ever dug there."
"That is a fair proposition. The streak on your land is
"That's right," answered Charlie. "We needn't tell him just about a third in length of what ours is. If you want it
about our great find."
that way, Butler, just wait till the buyers get here."
When noon came they went over to Butler's shanty.
The miner was overjoyed.
He was getting his dinner ready, and when he saw them
That afternoon they examined both claims jointly, and
at the door he paused and nodded pleasantly.
Wild caine to the conclusion the two claims were easily worth
"We thouf,ht we would come over and see how yon are a cool million.
making out,' said Wild. "Where have you struck the most
He decided that a million dollars should be the lowest price
of your rich pay-dirt, anyhow."
they would take for them.
"Right down there in ther holler," was the reply, as the
"A million is a whole lot of money to carry around" anminer pointed out where the heaps of dirt showed where he swered Wild. "But that is what they must have if they' want
had been digging a wide trench. "There'a th.er place I to do business with us."
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ther trigger of
"I reckon we won't do no business with 'em to-night, any- yisierday. I'll fight 'em as long as I kin pull
how," remarked Cheyenne Charlie. "'!'her time is putty near a shooter!"
"All right," answered Wild. "I guess it will be all right ..
up fur t_!)er Committee of Ten ter begin their work. They
If the honest miners here don't take a hand in the game bemust know by this time that we're not going ter light out."
if they remain
"They are over there getting ready to do something now, fore it is over 1 am much mistaken.to But
this gang, anyhow.
I guess/' said Wild, nodding in the direction of the group of neutrai we will be able to attend
kill!"
men in front of Larry Pape's shanty, which was not more Pretty soon we will be shooting to
Just as the sun went down the villains begllll firing at them
than a couple of hundred yards distant."
"I guess we had better see that our rifles are ready," ob- from behind the rocks.
The bullets whistled near them, some of them )>urying
served Jim Dart, with a smile.
"I tell you what you do, Jim," spoke up our hero. "You themselves in the trees.
"They have only got three or four rifles among them,"
take a run over to the store and ask the bof;s there if he and
id our hero. "Just watch for a sight of the ones who are
sa·
the
in
part
any
take
to
propose
people
honest
the
of
rest
the
the firing and pick them off."
doing
Larry
by
Jed
galoots
of
gang
the
if
that
say
can
You
game.
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when Charlie
Pape try to make us leave the camp we are going to make
short work-of them. Tell him that we don't propose to make pulled the trigger of his Winchester.
Crang!
any more trouble than we can help, but we are going to
As the report rang out a ma:n rolled down in front of a
stay here, whether the Committee of Ten wants us to or not."
"All right," answered Dart, and the next minute he was rock and lay perfectly still.
"That's one of 'em!" exclaimed the scout, grimly. "This
hurrying for the store.
what I calls a real picnic, this is!"
are
up
picked
sweetheart,
pretty
his
It was then that Eloise,
After the scout's shot no more shots came from the vilher rifle.
The girl must have feared that Jim would be fired on as lainous miners.
They were acting very cautious now, and this meant that
he left the camp, and she was right, too.
to get in
The boy was not morn than fifty yards on the way when if they continued the fight they would likely try
one of the villains standing in front of Pape's shanty raised some sly work.
"They are waiting for it to get dark," said Wild. "They
his gun and fired at him.
show then."
Then Eloise did something that the rest hardly expected think they will stand a betterseen
coming back with a doze•
Just then Jim Dart was
she would have the courage to do.
She saw that the bullet had not hit her lover, and then men behind him.
she lifted her own rifle to her shoulder and fired quickly at
the villain who had tried to drop him.
CHAPTER vrn.
As the report rang out the rascally member of the Committee of Ten staggered back and fell into the arms of those
THE VILLAINS SHOW THE WHITE FEATHER.
behind him.
up
grabbing
West,
Wild
Young
shouted
Eloise!"
for
"Good
"I reckon Jim's got some of ther gang ter thinkin' our
his Winchester. "I guess the ball has opened! Now we've way," remarked Cheyenne Charlie, as he saw the miners
it!"
for
got to fight
coming behind Dart. "I see ther storekeeper among 'em, an'
Hoarse cries of rage sounded from the grou:p of men now, there's ther galoot what was ther jedge yisterday, too.".
the
of
direction
the
in
started
had
they
minute
and the next
"Yes, Sam Slover is one of them," said Dick Butler. "I
camp of our friends.
he must have come to ther conclusion that Larry Pape
reckon
and
creek,
the
crossed
that
bridge
the
as
They came as far
no good, or he never would have took sides."
was
then stopped.
"Well, I am glad to see them come," observed Young
Rifle in hand, Young Wild West stepped out into the open. Wild West. "It may be that they can settle this thing withthat
guaranllee
'I'll
cried.
he
"Come on, you cowards!"
out any further bloodshed. If they can it will be all the
there won't be many left of your committee when we are better, I suppose."
done with you!"
"It might be all ther ·better fur that Committee of Ten an'
Charlie and the girls had their rifles to their shoulders, and ther rest of ther measly coyotes," retorted the scout. "Yer
they were aiming straight at the group.
kin bet your life that some of 'em will go under if they
"Ther time is putty nigh up, Young Wild West," came the don't give up tryin' ter git us out of ther way."
answer from Larry Pape. "What are yer goin' ter do about
Darkness was coming on, but it was still light enough to
it? Yer kin see h¢w we outnumber yer."
see over where the villains were hiding near the shanty when
"The sun isn't quite down yet," answered Wild, coolly. Jim
and the men arrived.
"But that makes no difference. We are not going to leave
"Here I am!" exclaimed Jim, jubilantly. "I found these
to-night, or to-morrow, either. We don't care how many
the organization that has
there are of you. If you galoots have made up your minds men ready to join in and clean out the
town the way it wants
to die right away, go ahead! We are going to let the girls formed for the purpose of running
for the benefit of a gang
drop a few of you if you come over that bridge. Then I'll to. They won't stand to be taxed
that wants to drink and carouse at their expense."
,
show you what I can do!"
"Is that so, Jim?" Wild answered. "Well, I am glad to
Wild knew he had the villains badly scared, so he stood
that there are a few here who have pluck enough to
hear
of
bit
a
as
thing
a
such
never
was
there
if
as
just
there,
that crowd. At one time it looked to me as though
on
turn
danger.
afraid to say their souls were their own."
were
they
turned
they
then
and
consultation,
short
a
held
The villains
about ther way some of us felt, I reckon,"
jest
"That's
back.
and started to go
"We will give you till da1·k," shouted Jack Hitcher. "If spoke up old Sam Slover. "But yer see, it's this way: I
you are still here then we will have to cle~m you out-- sorter thought that Larry Pape wasn't sich a bad galoot as
some made him out ter be. But when ther storekeeper told
that's all."
"You may as well start right in now, if that is the way me what he told him last night I jest made up my mind that
you feel about it. You will have to make a start when it this business was goin' a little bit too far. I was only
gets dark, anyhow, for we are not going_ to. leave. We have waitin' ter hear what some of ther rest said, an' when I
found our claim too valuable to leave 1t Just for a lot of found out that there was a whole lot like me, I says ter
myself: 'I reckon you'd better do somethin', Sarni' An' then
cowardly galoots like you!"
As the defeated cowards waTked back Cheyenne Charlie do somethin' I did. I got this gang together, an' went ter
ther store ter wait fur further developments ."
burst into a loud laugh.
"We seen one of ther galoots fire at ther young feller when
"You're a great lot of measly coyotes!" he called out. "Yer
,the storekeeper.
kin jest make up your minds that it'll be some of you what he set out ter come to the1· store," added
"We was goin' ter start over hern then, but we waited when
will leave Hope Gulch, an' not us."
we seen him comin' right on."
Thern was no answer to this.
"Who answered the shot that was sent after me, anyhow ? "
Wild felt pretty certain that the villains would try a few
left at· the camp.
shots at them from behind the ridge of rock that was near asked Jim, looking at those he had
"It was Eloise," answered our hero, "and she got her man,
the shanty of Pape, so he advised all hands to crouch behind
too! $he dropped the galoot who tried to drop you, Jim."
the trees that were near the two tents they had put up.
face lighting up. "I
"I'll stick by yer," said Dick Butler. "I owe Larry Pape - "Is that so, Eloise?" asked Jim, Ihis
a grudge, anyhow, fur what he tried ter have done ter me couldn't see who it was from where was."
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"I did it, Jim," was the modest reply. "I was afra:d they were drinking and gambling as though nothing had hapmight shoot at you when you started, so I picked up my rifle pened.
and stood ready. One of them did shoot, and so I answered
"I guess they have g;ven it up for a while, then," observed
the shot. I hit the man who tried to kill you, Jim."
our hero, "Well, if some of you men will stay here with the
"Good!" cried the boy.
girls we will go down to the saloon and have it out with
Then the judge took off his hat, and waving it in the air, them. There is nothing like keeping them going, when
shouted:
you've once got them started, you know."
"Three cheers fur ther little gal, boys!"
Dick Butler and Sam Slover offered their services, and
The miners responded nobly, and Eloise blushed like a rose. Wild accepted them.
"I reckon Larry .an' hi s gang means ter stick ter their
"Come on, boys !" he said to his two partners and the rest.
word," said Slover, after a. pause. "I don't know why it is "We'll soon find out what they intend to do."
that they should undertake ter run ther camp this way.
"I reckon I'm needed at ther store, anyway," remarked the
This is mighty sudden like."
storekeeper, "so I'll go right along with yer."
·
"Well, the bad element has combined against the good,
With Young Wild West in the lead, they set out and crossed
that's all," retorted Wild. "Such a thing was bound to hap- the little bridge.
pen some time. Pape is' sore because he could not get hold
The laughter and other noises that came from the saloon
of Butler's claim, and then he hates us so much that he has sounded as though t ere was a jolly crowd there, and no one
become desperate. We got our orders to get out of Hope would have thought that there was a gang there that had
Gulch, but I guess it will take a bigger gang than that to been trying hard to take the lives of some of their fellowmake us go."
beings but a short time before.
"I should reckon so, from what I've seen of yer," answered
"I reckon they soon give it up," said Cheyenne Charlie, with
the old man. "Two of ther galoots has been hit, have they?" a laugh. "Them bullets we let 'em have sorter reminded 'cm
"One of 'em is as dead as a door-nail, an' I'll bet on it!" of ther undertaker, maybe."
spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "It was me what drew bead
"I wouldn't wonder if that is the case, Charlie," answered
on him, an' I knowed he was goin' ter cross ther big river Wild. "I rather think that more than two of them need
as I let my finger press ther trigger. I had him covered, him now. ' It is pr~tty certain that the volley we sent at the
I did!"
shanty must have hit one or more of them."
"And if the other one isn't dead yet he soon will be," added
When they got to the shanty saloon Wild walked boldly in,
Dick Butler. "He got his medicine, all right."
followed by all except the storekeeper.
"Well, we've made up our minds that everyone what
He really was needed at the store, now that the excitement
comes here is goin' ter git a square deal," said the store- had partly died down.
keeper. "We've got some strangers here now, what come in
When Wild entered, followed closely by Charlie and Jim,
by ther stage-coach to-night. They come here ter buy up he saw three of the galoots at the bar.
what claims ther men wants ter sell, an' they're ready ter
They were the three heads to the gang-Larry Pape, Ben
pay any kind of prices fur 'em. We want them ter know Moore and Jack Hitcher.
that Hope Gulch is a sorter decent place, an' we'll let 'em
"Just the people we want to see!" exclaimed the Tatter,
know that if every rascal here goes under in doin' it!"
affably.
The storekeeper was talking with more boldness than he
He smiled pleasantly, but his two companions only tried to.
had shown early that morning, and Wild concluded that he
They could not even fo:tce a smile just then.
either thought that it was a sure thing that he would be on
"So ·you want to- see us, ch?" retorted Young Wild West,
the winning side, or he was trying to uphold the good name sternly. "Well, you don't want to see us half as much as we
of the mining camp.
want to see you. Get out in the road! This thing is going
It might have been a little of both that spurred him on, to be fought out right now!"
but at any rate he was right to the fore just then.
"We don't want to fight," answered the best scholar in
The dozen men who had come over with Jim had no rifles, Hope Gµlch. his face turning pale. "We made up our minds
but all were armed with revolvers.
a little while ago that we had enough of it. We have lost
They would not be able to do much at long range, if the three men, and another has got a bullet in his thigh. You
Committee of Ten pressed the fight, but they would be all fello'Vs are too good on the shoot for us, and we are not
ashamed to own it!"
rig-ht if it came to close qua1-ters.
However, Young Wild West had no idea of it coming to
"Come on out an' have it out, anyway," spoke up Charlie.
close quarters, for he was pretty sure that none of the vil- "I'll go alone agin you three. I'm itchin' ter give ther underlains cared to risk a contest that way.
taker a rousin' good boost."
They thought too much of their lives for that.
'"We ain't goin' ter fight no more," said Larry Pape. "You
It was growing dark rapidly now.
fellers kin stay here in Hope Gulch as long as yer want ter,
Lights began to show in the tavern and saloon, while here as fur as we're concerned. There's some capitalists here now
and there one could be seen iri a shanty.
ter boom ther camp, an' we don't feel as though we ought
The miners and the storekeeper took up a position behind ter have a row goin' on while they're here. It might sorter
the ridge beneath which ran Young Wild West's gold dust make 'em think that it's too tough a camo ter do business in."
drift and waited.
Wild laughed at this remark.
I h
"Why, they wouldn't think it was a very tough place if
f t ey had known there was s.o much wealth right under they saw what a fighting crowd y_ou have got. There isn't
them they probably would have been surprised.
Presently there came a flash from the window of Larry one of you t h at d ares to stan d up an d face a man with a
Pape's shanty, and Jim Dart heard the hum of a bullet as revolver-or a boy, like myself, either."
the report sounded.
"There ain't many as would want ter face you, Young Wild
Crack!
West, not if they knowed yer as well as we do," ventured
Ben Moore.
He answered the shot by sending a bullet right wher~ the
"Oh, yes, there is. Plentv of men could be found to do that,
flash appeared.
Then three shots rang out in succession, and the bullets providing they thought they were right. But you fellows
flew right over their heads.
knew you were not right. You had no business to order us
to leave Hope Gulch before sunset."
"They have taken to th e shanty, boys!" exclaimed Young
There was no reply to this, but it was plain that the three
Wi~d West. "Just Jet go ·at the b_uilding,_ for it is only;, made men were very uneasy.
rd
nd
th
ofTmhch b~a s,ta
e bulle~tsh:"1llhgo nght tfhrough,
Beyond the half a dozen that belonged to the organization,
en S!X s110 s rang out w1 m t e space o two seconds,- who were in the back room; there was not a man there but
for the girls fired, too.
that was in sympathy with our friencls.
What the resnlt was they could not tell, but as no more
It was not hard to tell this, either.
shots were fired from tl1e. sh'.mty just then, it was evident
Wild saw that it was all over, as far as any trouble with
that_ they had made the v1llams understand that they were them was concerned just then, so he walked into the back
gettmg on very dangerous ground.
room.
Half an hour passe~.
He had not the least trouble in picking out the men who
Then two of the mmers ventured over to the saloon that belonged to Pape's gang.
w~s only a couple of h1;1ncked yards over the creek.
They all changed color, and those who were playing cards
They ca-me ba~k . a httle. later, and reported that Larry let their hands rest upon the table.
Pape and the maJonty of his gang were there, and that they
"You of the Committee of Ten," said Wild, in a voice that
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expense of his brother, he also had hopes of getting into
some kind of gambling game, so he could win money.
To accumulate money was one of his hobbies, and it made
no difference if he had to cheat to get it.
The Celestial had it in his head that to get money in games
of chance was not strictly the right thing, anyhow, so he
figured that if it could be got easier by cheating it was so
much the better.
"Velly nicee evening," he observed, as soon as there was
enough of a silence to make himself heard. "Me and my
blother allee samee workee for Young Wild West. We both
velly goodee Chinamen."
This was said to prevent anyone from getting too rough
with them, · and it certainly had its effect.
Everybody in the camp knew all about Young Wild West
by this time, and the miners there also knew that the two
Chinamen belonged to our hero's camp.
One of the capitalists was an Englishman , and he was of
the sort who think themselves a little better than any other
,
nationality .
An American was inferior to him, he thought, but a Chinaman was far below an American.
This man bore the name of Chauncey Kipling, and he had
more money than he really knew how to invest.
That was who brought him to Arizona.
"Bah Jove!" he exclaimed, twisting his chin-beard and
turning to the man behind the counter, "give the beastly pair
a drink at my expense, landlord. I detest the natives of
China, but I suppose it is-aw-th e custom to treat all men
alike out here in Arizona."
At this the miners present, who had heard enough from
the man to become a little used to him, smiled.
CHAPTER IX.
Hop looked at the Englishma n and promptly selected him
to have some fun with.
HOP AND WING GO ON A LITTLE SPREE.
"Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly muchee smartee,"
"Me allee samee smartee likee
Hop Wah had been very quiet during the excitement caused he said, stepping up to him.
my uncle."
by the shooting.
"Ha, ha, ha! Baw Jove! that is pretty good-isn't it,
With Wing he had been crouching behind a rock.
But he was taking in all that was said and done by Young Reynoldp ?"
"It is pretty smart, Kipling," answered thE: other capitalist,
Wild West and the rest, however.
through and through, and who had
When he finally heard Wild say that he was going over to who was an American
long enough to be pretty well acquainted
the saloon with Charlie and Jim, and that two of the miners been in the West"That
is the slickest Chinee I've run across
were to stay at the camp with the girls, he made up his mind with its ways.
in a dog's age."
that the hostilities were over.
Then Hop and Wing got their drinks, and it is hardly
"My blother likee havee lillee walk?" he asked, in a whisnecessary to state that they took big ones.
per to Wing.
"I reckon when yer said ther Chinee was slick yer was
"Me velly muchee 'flaid," was the retort.
miner, who had been at the saloon th,e day
"You come with me; me makee allee light," Hop said, right," said a Hop
fl'eeced the men there. "I seen him do
before, when
assuringly.
oome queer things with dice an' cards yisterday."
"Me no likee."
"Is that so?" asked Kipling, and then he turned to Hop
"No more shootee; Misler Wild go to makee baddee men
and added:
be allee samee nicee; you gottee two dollee ?"
"They say you are a-aw-ver y clever fellow. What ·an
"Me gottee two dollee allee light, so be."
·
you do?"
"Len my blother havee buy some tanglefoot. "
me play dlaw pokee, thlow um dice,
evelyting;
lillee
do
"We
head.
his
shook
Wing
and makee velly nicee magic
dancee
head,
thought
he
um
on
that
state
standee
nervous
a
such
in
was
really
But he
was
that
something
answered.
of
Hop
drink
a
tlicks,"
have
to
good
him
do
it might
"Is that so?"
stimulating .
The Englishma n showed genuine surprise, and he twisted
.
Hop now arose.
grinned.
"Me no 'fbid," he said. "Me allee samee Young Wild his chin-whisk er so much that Hop tlick,
but me havee lillee
"Me likee showe.e nicee lillee
West; me shootee um daylights outee baddee men. Come
I
dlink first."
along, my blother."
"Give the pair of them another drink," spoke up Re:fDo!ds.
Then Wing got up.
Once more the two Celestials drank and smacked their llps.
"Misler Wild allee samee go to saloon," he remarked, pointWing was beginning to get over his nervousnes s now.
ing in the direction our hero and his partners took.
But all he could do was to lean against the counter and
"Lat allee light; we no go to um saloon; we go allee samee
,
watch his smiling brother.
to um tavern."
There was no fun in him, other than in his sedate actions.
Wing was now in accord with his brother, so the two
Hop went down into that mysterious pocket of his, and
walked along in the darkness, heading for the tavern, which
was right near the store at the otheY side of the mining brought out his yellow silk handkerchi ef.
camp.
At least, that was all the spectators could see that he had.
"Me likee havee um glassee water," said Hop, smiling at
There was quite a crowd there, and it may be said that
there was not one of the bad gang there.
the man behind the counter.
"Oblige him, landlord, oblige him," said the Englishman .
But men who work at the mines are usually rough, even if
"Sartin," was the reply, and the glass of water was soon
they are honest in their dealings, and when the two Chinaforthcomin g.
men walked in, a burst of laughter went up.
Then Hop carefully placed the handkerchi ef over it.
The capitalists and the men who had come with them in
and
acquainted,
get
"You are :;-oing to give us some sleight-of-h and work, I
to
trying
there,
were
stage-coach
the
they, too, laughed, for Hop and Wing certainly made a com- suppose?" said Kipling, questioning ly.
'
"Velly nicee lillee tlick," answered Hop, smiling blandly.
ical appearance as they entered.
"Olr, I suppose you will call it a nice one, but I have seen
Wing looked as solemn as an owl, while Hop's face wore
the best magicians in England perform, so what you will do
the usual smile that was child-like and bland.
innocent.
will not be surprising to me."
more
the
looked
he
two,
the
Of
The capitalist smiled disdainfully .
Though it was Hop's intention to have a little spree at the

rang through the shanty, clear and distinct, "I want to know
what you think about the situation."
"There ain't any situation," answered one. "Everythin g is
upset. You're ther boss, Young Wild West. You kin run
ther camp."
"I don't want to run the camp, and l don't intend to try.
But I am going to see to it that no gang, such as you belong
to, runs it while I am here. I am only a boy, I know, but I
guess you have found out that I can't be scared much."
"You're all wool an' a yard wide," said the man.
There was a stack of poker chips in front of him, and
Cheyenne Charlie, in a fit of recklessne ss, fired a shot with
his revolver and sent the chips scattering on the floor.
"Ther committee will git down on their knees an' pick them
chips up," he said, flourishing his smoking revolver. "I want
ter see it done mighty quick, too. I'd like ter have ther
chance ter shoot ther fingers off you galoots, but I s'pose it
won't do."
Down went the half-a-doze n villains, and then there was a
scramble for the poker chips.
The scout grinned, and when ' they had put them on the
table again he walked out into the barroom.
"Give us all a drink!" he shouted. "I'm interested in a
million dollars' worth of gold dust, an' ther galoot what
won't drink with me on ther strength of that has got ter
chew hot lead!"
Young Wild West smiled at the scout's burst of reckless
excitement , but he said nothing just then.
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But Hop did not appear to notice the smile.
He simply looked at him and said:
"You see um watee in um glass?"
"Oh, yes; I saw it."
The Celestial lifted the handkerchief suddenly, and then,
to all appearances, it was whisky that was in the glass.
The miners gave way to expressions of astonishment, but
the capitalists both laughed.
"You put something in the glass to chan~e the color of
the water; that was easy enough," remarked Kipling.
Even as he spoke the liquid in the glass slowly cleared, and
a minute later it was of the color of water again.
"Lat velly funny," said Hop, as he nnticed the expression
of astonishment that came over the En~lishman's face.
Kipling stepped up closer and examined the glass and its
contents.
Though no one saw him do it, the crafty Celestial placed
something in the pocket of the tourist coat the man wore.
Then he quickly placed the handkerchief over the glass
once more.
With it was a small 111bber tube with a ball at the end.
"Me makee more watee gittee in um glassee," he said.
"Glassee not fullee; me makee fullee."
Then he squeezed the rubber ball, and as it was filled with
water, the contents passed through the tube and filled the
glass to the brim.
When he lifted the handkerchief a moment later a cry of
astonishment went up simultaneously from all hands ..
Even the Englishman could not account for that.
He could not understand how it was that the contents of
the glass had changed color before his eyes. But that was
quite easy for Hop to do, since the coloring he had dropped
in it when he put the handkerchief over it was of an evaporating :q11ture, and lost its strength immediately.
Hop now .emptied over half the water out of the glai,s
on the floor, taking care to spill the biggest part of it on the
Englishman's feet-accidentally, of course.
"What are you~aw-going to do now, bay Jove?"
"Me fixee allee light."
Then he placed the handkerchief over the glass again, and
the tube went into it out of sight of the observers.
Hop released the pressure he had upon the ball in his hand,
and the water was quickly sucked into it, leaving the glass
almost dry.
Then quietly turning the rubber pipe into the pocket of
Kipling, he gave the ball a squeeze.
This done, he lifted the handkerchief and the Jmpty glass
was dii:;closed.
·
Kipling was as mystified as any of the rest of the spectators.
"That is very good!" he declared. "You-aw-are smarter
than I gave you credit for."
"Lat allee light; now you watchee-evelybody watchee."
Over the empty glass went the big yellow handkerchief
again, and under the handkerchief went the slick Chinaman's
hand at the same time.
He left the handkerchief there in the form of an inverted
cornucopia for a moment, and then asked Kipling to lift
it up.
The capitalist did so.
Then it was that the lookers-on were amazed beyond
measure.
The glass was not there!
"Lat velly nicee tlick," said Hop, blandly.
"Baw Jove, it was. But you must have that glass. You
got it from beneath the handkerchief unknown to us."
"Me no gottee um glassee; you allee samee gottee in um
pocket."
The Englishman thrust his hand into the pocket Hop's
eyes were turned upon, and then he uttered a yell.
There was a glass in his pocket, and it was nearly half
full of water.
He took it out, his face the picture of astonishment.
"Well, well!" was all he could say.
"Lat vellly nicee lillee tlick," said Hop, looking at the ceiling with owl-like solemnity. Me afiee samee likee my uncle
in China."
The trick was very mystifying, because not one there had
the least idea of how it was done.
But it had been very easy for Hop, as he had taken a
glass from the bar when he had his first drink.
It was that one that Kipling foUDd in his pocket.

And as it was exactly like the other, it was quite enough to
puzzle him.
"Well, my boj, did you ever see anything to beat that in
your country?" asked Reynolds, with a laugh.
"I never saw a trick just like that," admitted his partner.
Hop made himself solid with the inmates of the tavern
now.
Everybody wanted to treat him, and of course Wing fell in
for his drink every time.
The 1·esult was that in half an hour poor Wing was what is
termed "underfoot."
He could not stand intoxicants like his brother could, so
when he got more than enough he. simply sank to the floor
and went to sleep.
This was amusing to the miners, as might be supposed.
They offered all sorts of suggestions, but none of them
offered to _help carry the dr11nken Chinaman back to the camp.
Hop gnnned, but the truth was that he was not a little
uneasy.
But he was just in the humor to make people laugh now,
and when he dragged Wing to the center of the room and
began to dance about him and sing in a high, cracked voice
the words of a Chinese song, roar after roar of laughter went
up.
It was while the fun was at its height that Young Wild
West came in, followed by his partners.
They had decided to come over to the tavern and get acquainted with the capitalists before returning to the camp.
Hop stopped his funny business at once, and acting on a
sudden impulse he lay down on the floor · beside his brother
and began to snore.

CHAPTER X.
WILD OFFERS THE GOLD DUST DRIFT FOR SALE.

The miners not in sympathy with the "organization" were
pleased at the way Cheyenne Charlie was acting.
The villains were now so humble that they would take almost anything in the line of abuse.
But Young Wild West did not believe in abusing any one,
and, thinking that they had had enough of it for the night,
he advised the scout to quit when he began to shout and call
for another di-ink.
"Suppose we go over to the tavern and get acquainted with
the men who have come he:r;e to invest?" Jim Dart sug-.
gested, when he saw that Wild was about ready to leave.
"I was just thinking about that, Jim," was the reply. "I
guess we had better do it. Come on, boys!"
As they went out a sigh of relief went up from several of
the inmates, and they could not help hearing it.
Young Wild West smiled.
"Queer lot of villains, those," he remarked. "They are
mortally afraid of us, it seems."
"Well, I guess they have found that the rest of the camp
is against them, as well as us," Dart replied. "That makes
them realize that they started in too strong, I guess."
"Probably."
They soon reached the tavern.
Before they went in they heard the voice of Hop Wah
raised in song, and then they knew right away that he was
celebrating the victory over the Committee of Ten.
But when they went inside and found Wing there, too, they
were not a little surprised.
A broad grin came over the face of Cheyenne Charlie when
he saw Hop drop to the floor beside his brother and begin to
snore, as though he was fast asleep.
"What do you think of that, Wild?" he asked.
Our hero drew his revolver without answering the question.
The light from a big oil lamp was shining full upon the
pair on the floor and the flat-soled shoes they wore were very
conspicuous.
There were very little heels to them, but Wild thought
there was enough to allow him to wake them up without
hurting them.
He swung his revolver around and leveled it at Hop's feet.
Crack!
"Ow-wow! Hip hi! Whattee mattee?" yelled Hop, jumping to his feet and hopping about with his right foot in his
hand.
The bullet had grazed his heel nicely and it ~ve him a
~ting that brought him to his feet in a hurry.
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"Yes. I will sell you two claims that adjoin each other for
Wing did not stir, however.
He was unconscious from the effects of the liquor he had one million dollars."
"Whew! You don't ask much, do you?"
swallowed.
"I am not asking what they are worth," said Wild, coolly.
"What is the matter, Hop?" Wild asked, looking at him
"I am simply giving you fellows the chance of your lives. If
with affected surprise. "I thought you wel'e asleep."
claims."
"See here, baw Jove!" intenupted the English capitalist, I wait a few weeks I will get two million for the
"We-aw-ou ght to be able to buy up the whole mining
stepping towal'd our hero, indig nantly. "I don't like this, you
up Kipling.
know. Stop shooting here ! Put that weapon away. The camp for less than a million dollars," spoke as
a_ million d~l"Well, maybe you haven't got as much
heathen couple were amusing us, you know."
1!\rS?" Wild an swered. "If you haven't there 1s no use m
Crack-cl'ack !
Charlie fired two shots so near the man's feet that he talking to you."
"Oh I guess we can raise a million. and a great deal more,
screamed with feal' and leaped upon the counter to get out
too," ;·etorted Reynolds. "The syndicate we represent has
of the way.
worry
"Get down off the bar, my friend," the dashing young dead- just ten millions to invest in the gold regions. Don'tworth
a
shot said, smiling at the frightened look of the man. "No on that score. If ~,ou have property to sell that is what
we
one wants to hurt you. We came in here to do bsiness with million dollars we'll buy it. But we want to know
are doing before we buy, though."
you."
"Of course. You would be fools to go it blind."
"These fellows don't mean to harm you, Kipling," spoke
"When can we see this property?"
up Reynolds. "It is Young Wild West who is talking to
"A"S soon after daylight in the morning as you see fit to
you."
"Well, baw Jove!" exclaimed the Englishman, as he slid come and look at it."
"All right, then. We'll be over to see you at seven o'clock.
from the counter. "What queer ways you Americans have!"
that the
"You would like our ways immensely if you stayed around ;But I hardly think you will be able to convince me to
be an
this part of the country long enough to get used to them," two claims are worth a million, for I am supposeda mistake
answered Wild. "But excuse me a minute. I want to settle expe1·t in that line of business, and I haven't made.
in buying in the two years that I have been followmg up the
accounts with these two heathen galoots."
business."
"Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" Hop asked.
"That's all right. You come over and see us in the morn"That is what I would like to know," was the reply. "I
suppose I do know, though. You have brought your brother ing," was all Wild said.
He knew that Reynolds would be a surprised man when he
out and filled him up with tanglefoot, so that he don't know
whether he is a Chinaman or a cinnamon bear. Now I'll tell found the rich drift that ran through the two claims.
Wild and his partners did not 1-emain in the tavern but a
you what you can do, and that pretty quick. You just get
Wing up and take him to the camp. Do you hear what I short time after that.
They thought it time to go back to the camp and let Sam
·
say?"
"Me gottee velly goodee ears, Misler Wild; 'me hear whattee Slover off, so they bade those at the tavern good night andwent out.
you say velly muchee."
None of the organization gang had showed up to interfere
He went to his unconscious brother instantly and managed
with the camp, so everything was all right there.
to get him in an upright position.
"How did yer make out?" asked Sam Slover.
But Wing could not stand, and that was all there was to it.
"Very good," answered our hero. "1;he galoots are very
Hop looked dismayed, for he thought Wild would be apt to
just now. They say they don t want any further
humble
up.
hurry
not
did
he
if
again
eels
h
his
at
shoot
as they want to let the capitalists, who have come
brother,"
his
trouble,
with
camp
the
to
get
him
help
one
"Some
here know that it is a pretty good sort of a camp-. Of course
said Jim, looking around at the miners in the saloon.
"I will," spoke up Ike Pickett, who had just come in. "ls they' will be trying to get square with us the first chance they
.
get, but we don't care about that."
ther galoot drunk?"
"Larry Pape has sartinly , turn~d out ter be a downnght
"Dead drunk," answered the scout. "He don't know
scoundrel an' there's no mistakm' that," declared the old
whether he's in China or Arizona."
.
"Just put him on Hop's back and make him carry him as man who 'had act d as judge the day before.
He bade them ood night and left the camp a few minutes
far as he can. The strain will be good for him," said Wild.
.
Pickett was a powerful man and he had no trouble in lift- later, going direct to his shanty.
The night passed as quietly as the prece<lmg one had, and,
ing Wing to the back of Hop.
"I'll let Hop carry him till he drops down, an' then I'll as usual, our friends were up with the sun.
Dick Butler had gone to his shanty shortly after the_ artake him ther rest of ther way," he remarked, with a grin.
rival of Wild and his partners, but he, too, was an early riser,
All hands followed them outside.
and when they walked over to his shanty, '':'hil<; breakf:ist
"Git ap, you heathen mule!" said the miner.
was being prepared by the girls, they found him Just corrung
But he was not going to get much the best of Hop.
.
The wily Celest ial had heard him say that he was going out.
Wild had told him that the capitalists were commg over
to make him cany Wing until he dropped, and then he would
,
that morning, and the miner was yery much inte1:ested.
carry him the r est of the way himself.
"I reckon I'll eat breakfast w1t.h you folks, If yer do1;1 t
Hop had rlot got more than t en feet from the door of the
mind " Butler said. "It will save me ther trouble of makm'
tavern when he dropped.
A roar of laughter went up from the spectators, for the a fir~. My old coffee-pot leaks like a sieve, anyhow."., There
"Of course you can eat with u~," om: hero a1:iswered.
majority of them knew what he had dropped for.
is always room for one more If he 1s the right sort, and I
Ike Pickett looked amazed.
But he soon realized that the Chinaman had got the best of guess you are, all right."
After br eakfast they waited for the two men to come over
him, and he good-natmed ly picked -up the drunken Wing and
.
slung him over his shoulder as though he had been a sack of and look at the claims they wanted to sell them.arrived.
It was just seven o'clock when the two men
flour.
They were accompanied by two of the men who had come
"Git appee!" cried Hop, running behind him, as he set out
for the camp of our friend s ; "me allee samee velly nicee with them to guard the money they canied. Reynolds, pleas"Good mornino-, Young Wild West," said
mule-dliver."
hat.
With a roar of laughter ringing in his ears, Pickett hur- antly, and then, ~hen he saw the girls. he tippe~ his had
been
Kipling was very polite, too, and after greetmgs
1·ied on with his load.
Not until they were out of sight did om· friends and the exchanged he asked about the two Chinamen.
,"Oh, they are asleep yet," said Wild. "Neither one of them
rest go in the tavern.
Then, when the merriment caused by the string of inci- would be any good to do anything, so they might as well
dents had subsided, Wild called the two capitplists aside and sleep."
Then the capitalist s proceeded to look over the claims.
said:
"I understand that you fellows came to Hope Gulch for the
purpose of getting hold of the best minin~ land here?"
CHAPTER XL
"Well, I'll admit that what you say is nght," Reynolds anTHE DEAL IS :MADE, BUT THE MONEY IS IN DANGER.
swered.
"I don't think you had better look any further, then. I
The first thing our friends showed Kipling and Reynolds
can fix you up."
was the commenceme nt of the drift.
West?"
Wild
Young
can,
"You
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"I guess that stuff is pretty near the real thing," said didn't think
them other galoots would strike much where
Wild, as he dug out a handful of the deposit and showed
it they located. Well, boys, I reckon we ought ter git square
to them.
with Young Wild West. If we kin git hold of that
Reynold s showed signs of surprise, while the Englishm an now
million dollars, all right! An' if we can't we'll try an' fix it
wiped his glass and adjusted it to his eye.
he don't keep it if he does git it."
What the latter knew about gold detiosits was not much, so "And
that I will get the girl with the golden bail"," added
but he wanted to make it appear that he did.
Jack Hitcher.
·
"This is the commen cement of the drift," our hero went · "I reckon
you'd better g ive up that notion," retorted Pape.
on, when they declared that it was all right. "Now we will "If yer
try
ter
do anything like that bad luck will com ~,
go and look at the other end."
sartin. Let ther gal go."
·
He led them over on the claim of Dick Butler and then
Hitcher
said no more about her just then.
the hole was opened and a quantity of the clear gold dust
"We'll
jest wait until Saturday noon an' trust ter luck fnr
taken out.
somethin ' ter turn up in our favor," went on Pape, thoughtReynold s looked the length of the ridge with a critical eye. fully.
"We'll be on our good behavior till then, boys."
"I would like to see with my own eyes holes 'dug all along
During the three days that followed things went along ve1·y
this lead at points where I designat e," he said.
smoothly at Hope Gulch.
"All right. I guess we will do that for you. We haven't
Our friends knew that the capitalis ts were examini ng every
examine d it that closely ourselve s yet, but I am confiden t claim
there, but they did not care about that.
that the two claims are worth a cool million."
They
satisfied that the gold dust drift was the only
"A million dollars is a large sum of money," answere d the real richwere
deposit there.
Englishm an, shaking his head.
Saturday morning the man I{ipling and Reynold s had sent
"I know that," Wild answered , with a smile. "I know
away came back.
how much a million dollars is, for I have had that muchjust
in
He brought no one with him, as they had thought he
my time."
would,
a couple of hours before noon the two capitalis ts
"You have had that much!" cried Kipling. "Why, you are were onbut
their pre:inises and going over the ground carefully .
only a boy.•
·
While
was going on Jack Hitcher was lying under the
"That's all right. A real live America n boy can accom- shanty ofthis
Butler, watching and listening ,
plish great things sometim es. Besides, I have always been
It so happene d that Kipling suggeste d that they go into the
lucky in finding gold. I have met with consider able bad shanty
and do their business there. ,
luck, too, for I have lost the majority of what I have made
Only Wild and Butler went in with them.
in various ways. But I guess I can manage to live all right
"Well," said Reynold s, as he closed the door, "I guess we'll
if I never make another gold strike, and so can the rest of buy
these two claims."
us."
"All right," answere d our hero.
The two capitalis ts were greatly impresse d by what our
Reynold s produced a package of papers from his pocket.
hero said in such a cool and easy way.
"I find," said he, "that one of the claims is made out to
But they said no more about the two claims they were Cheyenn
e Charlie. Here are the papers to be signed by him
thinking of purchasi ng just then.
and Richa1·d Butler. We have attended to all that, so all you
Kipling drifted into telling of his own great country, as will
have to do is to sign them in my presence , for I am· a
he called it, and, though he was consider able of a "brag," he notary.
Kipling will buy the claims for the Arizona Gold
was quite interesti ng.
Mining Compan y and I will take your acknowl edgment s."
When they had spent an hour at the camp they decided to
"I'll call Charlie," said Wild, going to the door.
leave, but before they did Reynold s turned to Wild and said:
The scout answere d right away.
"I suppose you will give us three days to make up our
When Wild had told him what was required of him he
minds about this, Young Wild West? I should like to make promptly sat down to the rough
table and picked up the pen
a thorough examina tion of these claims before we decide."
that Kipling had laid there.
"We will give you until Saturday at twelve o'clock. That
Then the English capitalis t drew fro~ his pocket a bulky
will be just three days and a few hours over. But I guess pocketbo ok.
you know that the land is worth a million dollars- or rather
He v:,as a little nervous as he pulled out a package of bankthe gold dust that is on it."
notes and three certified bank drafts.
"Well, if we give you a million for it we will be satisfied ' He handed the latter to Wild for him to look at.
that it is worth a great deal more. We are here to make
One was on the Bank of Tucson, one on the Phoenix Bank
money for those who have raised the cash, you know."
and the other was a Wells Fargo draft.
Each was made out for two hundred and fifty thousand
"Certain ly. I know that. You would be foolish to buy if
you thought you would merely get your money back by workdollars.
ing the claims. But you need not fear. I am confiden t that
"I guess they are all right," said our hero, when he had
there is no such a suot as this in all Arizona. I don't want examine d them.
to bother with mining, so will sell right away."
"Well, here are two hundred 'and fifty one thousand dollar
It was then understo od that the capitalis ts had until Sat- bills, right from the governm ent printing office. See if you
think they are all right."
urday noon to close the deal.
A few minutes afte1· Kipling and Reynold s went back to the
"I reckon they are."
"Well, all that is necessar y, then, is for Cheyenn e Charlie
tavern one of their men left on horsebac k.
Our friends knew that it was likely that he was going to and Richard Butler to sign these papers. Then the money
Tucson to acquaint somebod y of what was going on, and that
is for you, or to whom it belongs. "
he would probably fetch some one back with him.
"Young Wild West will take ther money," said Butler.
"All right. Go ahead and sign your names." ,
While this conversa tion had been taking place there was
a listener close by.
"Here she goes!" exclaime d the scout. "I ain't much
a
scholar, but I learned how ter write down my name in of
It was the villain, Jack Hitcher.
ther
He had seen the two capitalis ts go over to Young Wild old red schoolho use in Cheyenn e, an' I never furgot how,
West's camp, and, thinking that somethin g was up, he had neither."
'
crept up behind the rocks and trees to find out what it was.
Then he scratche d down the name he had always gone by
And he found out enough to convince him that our friends since he first fired a rifle on the plains of Wyomin g.
had struck it rich in conjunct ion with Dick Butler.
He handed the pen to Butler, who also signed, and then
the money and drafts were passed to Young Wild West, and
Hitcher was not long in seeking out Pape and Moore.
"Well, boys, I have found out somethin g," he said.
Kipling took the papers.
"What have yer found out?" Pape asked.
"Now, then, gentleme n," observed Kipling, "you have re"That Young Wild West and Dick Butler will most likely nounced all claim upon what you have
named Young Wild
;et a cool million for their claims Saturday noon."
West's Gold Dust Drift. Howeve r, you need not be in too
The two villains opened their\.ey es wide when they heard much of a hurry to vacate the premises
. If you remain here
this.
until Monday we will be all the better pleased. "
1'hen the best scholar in the camp related just what he
"All right. That will just suit us," answere d Wild.
had overhear d.
The two capitalis ts now left the shanty and made their
Ben Moore was thunders truck, but Larry Pape nodded and way to the tavern, leaving their two men
on the premises .
said:
"That is an awful lot of money to have
a bunch," said
"I knowed that Butler's claim was a rea-ular mint, but I Butler, solemnly , after they had taken theirindepartur
e.
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They did t his t o m:ike it appear that th ey l1ad t he money
"I know it is," answered Wild. "But I guess we can t ake
with t hem , for it fl mhed throu_!!;1 the cam p righ t awa y that
car e of it all r:ght. One-third of it is yours, yo u know."
tell
'll
I
t wo claims had ben sold for a million dollars.
the.
ld.
Wi
yei·,
h
t
wi
"It won't do ter carry it around
It was a ver y pleasant time t hey had at the t avern , t oo, for
you what ter do with it till we git ready ter leave. There's
was t her e t o talk with the girls u nti l it
a place whero two beams come within a fo ot of bein' to- th e landlor~l's wife
ret il'e.
to
them
r
gether in ther shanty here, an' boards is nailed over the was time fo
?
there
in
drafts
as the miner wa s going to leave for
an'
Wild,
"Butl er," said
holler spot. S'pose we put ther money
hink
t
ha d bet ter put up her e, too. It will
ever
.you
would
guess
"I
one
No
shanty,
his
money.
my
got
I've
e
wher
That 's
it
ot
g
have g ot the mill ion dolla r s here,
you've
we
hink
hat
t
t
mak e it appear
of lookin' there fur ther pile. They'll
of th e villainous gang will take
some
that
be
may
It
then.
with yer."
and if they do we will need
here,
us
rob
a notion to t ry and
Wild hesitated.
deserve."
they
a
d
what
them
epresente
r
give
what
help
g
to
you
canyin
of
idea
the
like
He did not
"All right, then. Just as you say , Wild. "
million dollars around w;th him, and he did not much like
Our fri ends were not disturbed at the tavern th:1t night,
the idea uf leaving it in the shanty.
But he decided that the latter course would be all right.
and when they g ot up the n ex_t m orning tl:ings were apThey had been talking in such low tones that the villain pa rentl y just the same in Hope Gulch.
listening under the shanty had fai led t o hear what Butler had
After breakfast Jim Dart and But ler decided t o take a
suggest ed.
walk up to the shanty and see if everythin g was all rig'.1t .
But he waited, hop:ng to find out what was to be done with
Wild and Arietta started for the camp r ight aft er them.
the million dollars.
It was a cool morning, for that part of the country, that
The money was soon stowed away and a Jioard put b!!ck morning, and a strong wind was blowing from the west.
in place, and th en our fri ends started to leave the shanty.
When Wild and A rietta reached the b1·idge they pau sed
"Everyth ing will be a ll r ight if ther shanty don't burn
and looked into the clear water of the creek it span ned.
afo re we git ready ter leave," remarked Cheyenne Charlie,
Jim and Butler were pretty close to the shanty now, and
as they went out.
they saw that the wind was blowing the door open and shut,
The listening scoundrel under the sh anty heard that realternatel y.
mark.
"Don't be in a hurry, boys," Wild call ed out to th e two.
they
until
waited
he
That wa s something t o work on, so
come back here and have a look at yourselves in the
"Just
were well out of the way and then he sneaked from his hidstream. It is Sunday morning, and yo u ought to m:1ke surii
ing pl ace and m ade his ,yay to the shanty of Pape.
you are in presentable shape."
that
The leader of t he "organiza tion " was ther e, and so was
and the miner laughed, and then they st arted back.
Jim
found
had
Hitcher
Moore, fo1· they were waiting to hear what
The shanty was on a little hill, not more than two hundred
out.
from the bridge.
feet
the
and
made
When he told them that the deal had been
then a heavy gust of wind came and Arietta nearly
Just
zed.
ama
looked
they
over
money pa id
hat.
her
lost
"A million dollars !" gasped Larry Pape.
of the shanty swung back with a bang, a s it hit
door
The
money
the
now,
just
said
they
what
o
t
according
"Yes, and
was placed there by the scoundrel s the night
that
chair
the
is in Dick Butler's shanty."
before.
"Well, we'll try an' git it to-night, then," said Pape. "If
Then something happened that caused our hero '.s face to
we can't find it we'll burn ther blamed old shanty to . ther
blanch.
ground."
Jim and the miner had just reached the bridge when a
It was a long wait until night came, but when it did they
t errific explosion sounded and the shanty was blown to atoms.
crawled to the shan ty of Butler, who was .over at the tavern
"Et, there g oes a cool m illion! " exclaimed Wild. "But I'll
with Young Wild West.
make the villains tha t did it suffer for it!"
With t hem they took a can of nit ro-glyceri ne, a can of oil
Missiles flew all about them, but none hit them so as to
and a bundle of dry grass.
them, and , like sta tues, the boy and girl stood looking
injure
They got into the shanty b y pryirtg up the boards underat the bursting flames that went up from the wrecked shanty.
neath.
Jim and :Butler did not stop running until they were well
Then, while one of them kept a continual watch, the other
over the bridge, and then they turned and gazed in dismay
two searched the shanty through.
the ruin which had been wrought by the explosion .
at
But they could not find the money and drafts, for they
Butler uttered a cry and threw himself on the ground.
never on~e thought of looking where it had been place·d.
He was like a child just then 3.lld he burst into a fit of vio"All right!" exclaimed Pape, when he was satisfied that it
sobbing.
nitrolent
tber
put
"Just
was useless to search any further.
Of course such a loud noise as the explosion made brought
glycerine on a chair, so when Butler pushes ther door open
all parts of the camp.
it will fall off. Sprinkle ther oil around, so t her blamed old men to the scene from
was no use to try and get the money
there
that
knew
"
Wild
rry!
hu
a
in
up
burn
will
thing
and drafts.
This was done.
If they had not been blown into fragment s the flames had
them before this.
So he stood still, and when the crowd gathered at the
CH A P TER XII.
bridge he simply answered their questions the best he knew
how.
CONCLUSI ON.
"What caused the shanty to blow up we don't know," he
"We were standing here on the bridge, when all of a
said.
the
to
over
Young Wild West and all his friends wenc
sounded, and then we saw what remained
tavern that evening, leaving the t wo Chi:Dtl.men in charge of . sudden the report
into flames. Butler did not stay in it last
burst
shanty
the
of
'
'
the camp.
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n; ~·h t, so he is not responsible for it. It is the work of some must have been destroyed almost
as soon as the explosion ocone who don't like us,' of course."
curred, for the part ·of the building that contained the milJack Hitcher was there in hearing when this was said, and lion dollars fell right in the flames.
We have lost a million
he t~rne_d and walked hurriedly away.
dollars, just on account of three scoundrels, who set a trap
Wild was now his old self once more.
to blow the first one who tried to enter the shanty into eterThough he knew the million was gone, he felt that he nity. I am not in favor of lynch
law, as a rule, but I think
must find out who it was that had caused the explosion.
you better call out the judge and let him pick out a jury.
He started after Hitcher and overtook him just as he was Pape has gone under by the hand
of one of his partners in
going into the saloon.
,._,
·
the game, but he said enough before he died to make me unAfter Wild came Jim Dart and Cheyenne Charlie, the derstand the whole thing."
scout having just reached the scene.
Wild would have said more, but the miners would not let
"Hold on, there!" cried Wild, as Hitcher hurried inside the him.
saloon.
In less than ten minutes later Moore and Hitcher were
But the villain did not stop.
hanging side by side from the limb of a tree.
In went our hero, followed by his two partners each with
It was speedy justice, and Y~ung Wild West could not have
a drawn revolver.
saved them, for the miners were too excited and vengeful
Jack Hitcher stood at the bar, while near him were Larry just then.
Pape and Ben Moore.
Soon after our friends were met by the two capitalists.
The two latter villains had remained there when they heard
"It is too bad," said Kipling, shrugging his shoulders. "But
the explosion, but Hitcher had joined the rush for the scene. we paid over the
money, and we have got the papers."
Young Wild West could tell right away, by the expressions
"That's all ~ight," answered our hero, coolly. "We have
on the faces of the three scouadrels, that they were the lost a cool million, but
there may be a way of recovering the
guilty parties.
1
biggest part of it."
"Hold up your hands, you sneaking galoots!" he cried, and
"I don't see how," said the Englishman . "If the money has
at that moment it occurred to him that the scoundrels might burned up you can't
expect to make us make good for it."
have stolen the million dollars and then blown up the shanty
"But the drafts can be duplicated, you know."
afterward.
'
That afternoon a few bits of the banknotes were found,
"Wha-wha t;s ther matter, Young Wild West?" stammered but the drafts, being
in a looser form, had surely burned ul)
Pape, turhing as pale as a ghost.
in a twinkling.
·
j
"You know what is the matter. What did you blow up that
Wild had found out enough to make him certain that the
shanty for?"
million dollars was gone, so he smiled and said:
"I don't know nothin' about it. I kin prove that I have been
"Well, it is all right, anyhow. We sold my Gold Dust Drift
right here fur a whole hour, an' so has Ben an' Jack, except for a million, and now we
have lost the million. We'll get
when Jack jest run out ter find out what that big noise the biggest part of it back
again, most likely, but just now
meant."
the million is lost!"
"May be you can prove that much. But I say that you
The next day Young Wild West and his party left Hope
three fellows blew up that shanty! Now, then, tell me what Gulch, for they had
other plans in view.
you got from it before it went to pieces and in flames. Tell
Dick Butler remained there with the capitalists, for he deme, or as sure as I live I will bore you full of holes!"
clared that he would stick to them until he got his part of the
"Don't shoot me, Young Wild West! I'll tell yer all about money that was in the
three banks.
it . We couldn't find ther money. If it was there it's gone
"When you get ready for us just let us know, Butler," said
now. Have mercy on me! It wasn't all my <loin's, anyhow. Young Wild West,
as they rode out of the town.
Jack an'--"
"You can bet I will," was the reply.
He did not get any further, for at that very moment Jack
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
Hitcher drew a knife from his belt !l.nd drove it to the hilt
AND THE OVERLAN D OUTLAWS ; OR, ARIETTA 'S
into the cowardly scoundrel's body.
As Hitcher pulled out the weapon Young Wild West's re- DEATH CHARM."
volver cracked and it dropped to the floor.
Hitcher's arm fell to his side and dangled there, for it had
A gigantic renegade house cat that has been cau~been broken at the elbow.
•
"Fetch them two galoots outside, boys!" said Young Wild ing grief among the juvenile populatio n in the vicinity of Milford, Kan., by reason of his penchant for
West, calmly.
killing
pet cats was shot and killed the other night
A dozen willing hands seized Hitcher and Moore.
by a party of hunters, who mistook him for a racThen they were dragged outside.
"Fetch them right up to the burning shanty," said Wild, coon. Farmers in the vicinity had been trying for
several years to dispose of the renegade, as it was
leading the way.
By the time they got there several of the miners were unsafe to allow a domestic cat to remain out of doors
hunting up lariats.
after night, several dozen of them having fallen vicThey meant to hang the two.
tim to the prowler. The hunters got on the trail of
Wild paused on the bridge, and then with the crowd what they thought was a
raccoon and followed it
gathered on either side of the creek, he held up his hand for to the
base of a large tree. One of the men was
1
silence.
"boosted" up and peered into a hole in the tree. A
"Gentlemen ," said he, "I sold Dick Butler's claim and the
one we owned yesterday for a million dollars. The money pair of shining eyes indicated that the quarry was
was in that shanty, and somehow these villains must have at bay and a shot disposed of it. When fished out
got wind of it. They tried to find it, but could not, and then, with an improvise d hook mad~ of barbed wire on
for spite, they rigged a plan to blow the shanty up and burn the end of a pole the "raccoon " turned out to be the
the fragments. I know the money and drafts we put there much-wa nted wiid house cat.
·
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INTERES·TING AR T/Cl ES
FORT UNE FOR DOGS.
Under the will of Miss Louie B. Iams, of Trotwood, six miles west of Dayton , 0., that was probated here to-day , Attorn ey Daniel Wallm an, of this
city, who is named execut or , is direchid to hold in
trust the entire estate, valued at $10,000, for the
benefit of four dogs, pets of Miss Iams.
At the death of the last of the dogs it is directe d
that the proper ty be sold and the procee ds divided
equally betwee n the St. Elizab eth and Miami Valley
Hospit als of this city.
The will provid es also_ that a careta ker for the
dogs be provid ed, who may be discha rged for any
neglect of duty that might cause the pets discomfort or sufferi ng.
BABY 'S LARG E FEET .
There is no doubt that little Virgin ia Scrogg ins
,-Of Rockwall, Tex., has the larges t feet of any baby
in the world. Virgin ia is two years old and is just
beginn ing to walk about the house. Her parent s
and the physic ian declar e that the delay in her walking is due to the fact that she can hardly drag her
feet abou\f;. Instea d of wearin g a tiny pink baby
shoe, Virgin ia wear s what would be a No. 10 ?f
men's sizes if such "baby " shoes could be bough t m
the stores. Her feet are fully ten inches in length
and are four inches across the instep .
Mrs. Scrogg ins declar es when Virgin ia was born
her feet were almost as lung as her body. Since that
time they have grown in propor tion to the other
members of the body and it is figured that by the
time she reache s the marria geable age her feet will
be twenty -four inches long.

NIGH T IN A WELL .
Plungi ng into a well twenty feet in depth, and
remain ing there for many hours, was the experi ence of John Switze r while huntin g foxes near
Powell, six miles south of Wheat on, Mo.
Switze r and severa l others of Granb y came over
for an all-nig ht fox chase. Switze r selected an
abando ned field near an old hut to wait for the
chase- About midnig ht he heard the dogs coming
his way, and as he started to meet them he steppe d
into the old well.
Fortun ately the well was dry, but Switze r was
badly bruise d and dazed. He spent the night in a
vain attemp t to climb the sides of his prison .
As morni ng dawned, Switze r determ ined to make
his last effort to free himsel f. Catchi ng with b,th
hands on the sides of the well, he climbed a few
inches at a time. He v<4orked cautio usly, as his
streng th rapidly became weake r. Finally Switze r
reache d the top, and by grabbi ng a sr:iall bush he
pulled himsel f from the hole of torture . He was
found in a dazed condition by his companions.

BANA NA FLOUR.
From the island of J'a.maica comes the announ cement that recent scientific work has produc ed a valuable substi tute for wheat flour in the dried flour of
banan as.
Banan as are the most impor tant produc t of the
West Indies and the war disturb ance in Europ e has
made the prices very unsati sfacto ry. The resuit
has been that a scientific effort has been concentrated upon the produc tion of a fruit flour, which
costs less than wheat flour and has a nutriti ve value
equal, if not superi or, to any cereal flour.
Five hundre d and thirty-seven pound s of banan as
GETS $112 A WEEK .
erskinn
produc e one hundre d and thirty- eight pound s of
Consider the poor, downt rodden calf
rodden
downt
flour at a cost of 96 cents per hundre d pound s of
likewise the equall y poor and equally
quoted for
boner of chuck. The calf skinne r, diligen tly plying finished produc t. The wholesale pricegives a value
This
pound.
his trade at the Chicag o stocky ards, and the boner the materi al is 4 cents a
pound s of
of chuck -by diligen tly wieldi ng a wicked cleave r of $5.60 for nine hundre d and fifteen a meal is
banan
The
stem.
the
on
offruit
trifle
a
mere
a
banan
at the same place -can earn but
mixed with wheat flour and is made into all sorts
but here are the official figures :
be especially valuCarl Meyer, attor ney for the packer s at the re- of bread and cake and seems to
bread and ginger
ginger
of
tion
proproduc
able in the
cent wage hearin g before Judge Alschu ler,
made from the
be
can
scones
as
d
such
receive
r
Cakes
skinne
cakes.
duced pay vouche rs show the calf
flour. The
wheat
of
for 56 hours' work $112, while the chuck boner re- banan a meal straig ht in place banan a flour much
the
high sugar conten t makes
ceived $74 fct.· a 62-hou r week.
predic
more palata ble and certain ly more· nutriti ous than
the
was
public
l
genera
the
to
t
interes
Of
large
ef.:
the plain starch flour produc ed by the Germa n Govtion of Meyer that if ciemobilization continu
es and used as a war bread.
quanti ties of food release d by the Gover nment for ernme nt from potato
The Ameri can consul from Kingst on, Jamaic a,
civilian consum ption will bring the presen t peak
may soon expect the makin g and
prices for food tumbling' down to within the reach announ ces that we
as a regula r enterp rise in the
flour
a
banan
of
rodsale
downt
of the man less fortun ate than the poor,
flour and banan a world.
den lamb skinne r and the boner of chuck.
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ST·ANDING BY HIS CHUM
---O R-

THE SCHOOLBOYS OF RIC HLAND HALL
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STOE.Yl
CHAPT ER XXII.

thing through . Here we are at the Castle. How
do we go in, Dodo?"
THE RESCUE PARTY BALKED.
"This way," replied Dodo, and he led them arpund
the house to the little side door where Dick had en"I don't know anythin g about all this," he de- tered.
clared. "What we want to do, Sam Sloan, is to find
It stood wide open.
some way of getting out of this."
,
After it was all over Joe figured it out that Fish"Perhap s that crazy fellow will be as good as his ton, failing to find Dodo on the grounds
, had purword," replied Sam. "Perhap s he will bring the posely left the door open in the
hope
that
the boy
boys down to the castle, and-ho ld on! Here he might wander in again of his
own accord.
comes!"
"I'll take you to the room where I left him,., said
They were standing in the engine-room talking, Dodo. "He may be there yet,
you know. It is next
with the water-ti ght door open.
to the bathroo m and, even if the door is locked, we
And now through the door came Henry Fishton. ought to be able to pull
him out of it through the
"Well, Count," he said thickly, "get busy now. little window . There
are enough of us to do the
We are off for a cruise."
work."
Of course all this was more or less uninteli1gible,
The boys of Richland Hall made the best time and nobody 'answere d except
Joe, who said:
they could to the short-cu t, and brought up at the
"Lead on, Dodo. Whatev er you say goes, old
iron gate in the wall.
man."
· Still, it was quite a dista~ce from, the hall, and
"This way," said Dodo eagerly. "Come right
it was consider ably after three o'clock by the time along after me.
We shall soon know."
they got there.
"I smell smoke! " whisper ed Hen Pullen.
Dodo had left the gate open and they all passed
"By Jove, so do I, then!" added Hen Ventner .
inside and started for the castle.
" What can it mean?"
"And you are sure there is nobody in the house
"We have no time to investig ate·, '' replied Bob
but Mr. Fishton ?" Joe asked Dodo as they ap- Nevins. "What we want is to find
Dut:on and
proache d the castle.
Texas, if they are to be found."
"Nobody ," replied Dodo, "unless you count Dick
By this time they had reached the top of the
Dutton, and I tell you he is in the bottomle ss pit
stairs.
by this time, you may be sure."
Dodo led them through several passage s; no doors
"What about this bottomle ss pit, Dodo?" de- appeare
d to be locked that night.
manded Harry · Murphy . "Where is it? How do
The smell of smoke increase d as they advance d,
you get there? Try to tell us some more."
and yet they could see none.
"You go through the kitchen, " said Dodo. "You
Still, it was dark save for the moonlig ht, which
go out into the extension, where I used to keep my
streame d in through the window s of the open rooms,
·rabbits in the winter when I was a little boy; but
and this was enough to enable the boys to find their
they have changed it all now: They have put a big
way.
trap-doo r in the floor. I found it open one day, and
Presentl y Dodo stopped short before an open door.
sneaked down the stairs. I heard Mike Cole talk"He's gone!" he exclaimed. "It is just as I told
ing to the prisoner s. It scared me and I ran away."
you. He has been thrown into the pit."
Harry tried to press him further.
"ls this the room where he was?" demand ed Joe.
Several others butted in.
"Yes," replied Dodo. "Right in there. If you
Dodo began to show decided signs of nervous ness want to save him you
wiIJ have to go to the pit."
and his answers grew more rambling .
"This smell of smoke is getting to be somethi ng
"Let him alone, fellows," said Joe. "Everyt hing fierce!'' said Harry. "The
house is on fire sure."
depends on keeping quiet until we have put this
"I don't care," answere d Dodo with a chucklin g
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Just then they heard Dodo's wild laugh in the
old
laugh . " If t he place burn s up I don't . care, if
distance, and then he bega n crow ing again .
Fishcakes could only burn with it. I wish Mike Cole
He kept it riglit up, too, the soun d becoming more
all
and Nat were her e, too. I'd like to see them
and more distin ct.
bui·n ."
" Come, come !" cried Joe, "are we going to stop
e
" Let's try and get to the other part of the hous here all nigh t? I'm not, for one, I don't think . I'm
and
and see wher e the fir e is," said Hen. " Dutt on to going to try to find that trap- door ."
t
ough
We
Texas ,mig ht be in there , after all.
And Joe start ed for the rear, followed by all
·
know."
come hands.
''No, no, no!" cried Dodo excit edly. " You them
They found the kitch en door locked. The exten
,
find
will
we
e
wher
e's
Ther
with me to the pit.
de.
outsi
ing
sion had no door open
I know !"
The kitch en wind ows were all faste ned down.
Dick
said
"
,
'·We will have a look, anyw ay, Dodo
" Blocked again , " said Bill.
soothingly. '' How do you get into the other part
" Not on your life," repli ed Joe.
of the hous e?"
He picked up a stone, brok e a pane of glass, and,
'· It is thro ugh that door at th e end of this pas- putti ng his hand thr ough the opening, turne d the
He
.
sage, '' repli ed Dodo. ,, But yon can't get in.
. .
ed window catch and threw up the s3:sh. chm
allow
r
neve
am
I
d.
m
.
bmg
,
alway s keeps the door locke
cned
he
" Follow your leade r!"
in the main house.''
troop ed after him.
gh the window. The boys trapthrou
d
h
d
,, ·d B 1·u
door is open !"
the
"W 'II t 1·t
Jove,
By
are!
you
e
"Her
1
own
ran
.' an e
i
ry ,dant Y.:vdayth' sda oor.
e
d
t
h
J
th e passa ge an ne · e
0
0
t
a~ ;;sse d into the exten sion and there found
h
d
c~!le
e
~
"
sayt
t~e
b ''!t's }~eke~, ~II rif~ \ j uS
door throw n back, as he said.
?ds1Jn e " e dsmo e ertet. b the trapD Oodug,;
·
a~w· 'II t~u tJus
cro"' ded after him.
boys·
The
0
e
O
wan
oe, an we
, sai
· . e ~e
madn ess, anyhis
in
od
meth
"Well, there 's some
·
.
.quick , too.
down
ng
looki
y
Harr
rked
rema
,
how,
er becoming more
1 " Com e!" cried Dodo , his mann
to?''
lead
do
" Wonder where tho;e steps really
It ~s all
;an? more exc/ teq every ~non:- ent. " C~me! won
ioned Bill.
quest
be
t
It
g.
g?mg wr?n g . E very thu~g ,,is wron
that' s what we have to find out " repli ed
And
"
right until we go to t he pit. •
at we want now is a lantern'. and, by
"Wh
. Joe.
They h urried down stair s and out i1_1to the open
Jove, here we have one hanging to this nail."
''.Let's go arou nd t he house .and try 1f we can see
He took the lante rn down and light ed it.
a light anyw here, " sugg ested Harr y.
"Follow your leader, fellows!" he exclaimed.
"Oh, you won' t come! You won' t come !" cried
And Joe led the way down the steps.
the
Dodo, raisi ng his voice to a shou t. " You br ing
Ever ythin g was wide open now.
fit on me' Oh, why don't you come ?"
Evid ently that nigh t Mr. Fisht on allowed himThen all of a sudd en he thr ew up his arms and
and
self to drink more than his usua l allowance,
gave a yell.
this was the resul t.
"Oh, do be ,quiet ," said Joe soothingly.
But there were to be other and still more disas
"
ha!
ha,
Ha,
"
.
be
"Ha, ha, ha !" screa med Dodo
soon
trous resul ts follow this debauch, as will
Then he flapped his ar ms and bega n his crow ing. shown.
"Coc k-a-doodle-doo ! Cock-a-doodle-doo ! I am
Meanwhile the boys passe d into the bedroom. ,
the king of the nigh t."
It was empt y.
e
With that he darte d off and r an like a deer befor
Beyond lay the work shop .
anybo dy could stop him.
From this a little door opened into the vault in
Joe
cried
"
!
done
have
you
what
see
arine was kept.
" Ther e! now
" whic h the submup from the floor, and reach ed by a
him.
of
·
see
shall
we
last
the
's
That
"
ay.
in dism
It was high
"
"Well, I don'f know as you can put it up to me, .ladder.
d
said Harr y.
Joe climbed up and, pulli ng the door open, wave
Joe.
ed
etort
e.
r
" You the lante rn insid
" I put it up to all of you,"
" Wha t's there ?" cried Harr y.
just would keep t alkin g to him all the time, and I
"
to.
not
"Not hing but a big vault half full of wate r," antold you
out unde r the castl e
" Oh, come on," br oke in Bill Pulle n. " We can swer ed Joe. "It seems to lead
"
t.
pier. "
find the trap-door for ourse lves, I don't doub
" Balk ed again ," grow led Bill, " and not a trace" I wond er who the fell ow r eally is, " said Bob Nevand
here,
lived
ys
alwa
of Dick and Texas. Now you see, Val, that what
ins. " He speak s as if he had
botever this undergrou nd work shop may mean , the
yet that can't be."
's
fellow
that
all
are
ners
priso
tomless pit and the
" And why does he call Reggie Nat? " questioned
!"
Har ry. "Wh at a myst erious hous e t his is, anyw ay t crazy talk. " ve it, " repli ed Joe. "I say the boys
" Don' t belie
" I supp ose we migh t hunt for him half the nigh
e
here. "
Ther
"
were
ally.
dism
here on these grou nds," said Joe
(To be continued.)
up.··
is no use chasi ng him
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GOOD READING
DOGS COST $5,000,000.
Mitchell Wilkins, Federal sheep investigato r, says
that .dogs cost South Dakota more than $5,000,000 a
year, and his statement is beint .IJ11tde the basis for
legislation to prevent killing of small stock by dogs.
Wilkins claims that there are 150,000 dogs in the
State, or one for every four residents. The average dog, he says, consumes $34 worth of food annually.
Charles S. Weller, president of the South Dakota
Wool Growers' Association, favors any action which
will stimulate sheep raising in the State. The legislature is expected to take up measures intended to
adequately protect sheep raisers from dogs.

raided, "Hamp" saw two revenue officers peering
through the brushes. Two big brown jugs · slung
ac1·oss the back of the mule had aroused the suspicions of the revenuers. When the officers stepped
out the mule bolted, with the officers in pursuit.
There ensued a pretty race. But just as Hamp believed victory was in sight the mule, true to the old
Georgia tradition, "balked." The officers caught up
with Hamp, and-Hamp is in 'jail, the liquor is held
as evidence, and the mule is enjoying a vacation.
Hamp has forgiven the officers, but will never forgive the mule.
,

ABOUT DANIEL BOONE.
Daniel
Boone,
whose birth anniversar y is in FebSTILL IN ATTIC.
ruary,
is
one
of
those
heroes whose fame in~r~~ses
Long sought by the police, a fully equipped whiskey still was uncovered on the top floor of a house in with the passing years. With the spread of c1v1hzaCastle street, Plymouth, Mass., recently, the home tion and culture throughout North America the hardof Constantine Tavas. A huge quantity of material where he helped to lay the foundations for a pioneer
for the manufactu re of liquor was seized. A rear loom ever larger and more· praiseworth y. The last
room was fitted up as the distillery. There was a of many honors conferred upon Daniel Boone was
30-gallon copper tank, with coils and "drips" and in- his election in October, 1915, to a place among the
cluding two 50-gallon containers filled with a mix- immortals in the Am~rican Hall of Fame in New
,
ture of molasses, raisins, lemons, water and other York.
Boone was born in Bucks County, Pennsylvan ia,
ingredients . The police found also five gallons of
liquor, apparently freshly made. This is the first on February 11, 1735. His youth was spent in North
still ever discovered in this part of the State. Tavas, Carolina but his great fame was gained in Kentucky,
who was in the house, admitted he owned the prop- where h; helped to lay the fouundatio ns for a pioneer
civilization which produced, among other great men,
erty.
Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis. Both North
\
Carolina and Kentucky have erected memorials to
PRAISE ALLIGATO R FLESH.
Boone. One of the most interesting of these shrines
Hunters of alligators frequently throw hundreds is at Holman's Ford, near
Salisbury, N. C., marking
of pounds of alligator meat to the carrion crows and the exact site of
the Boone homestead, where young
buzzards after they have removed the hides, but if Daniel spent nineteen
years of his boyhood and young
the demand can be created for this meat the flesh manhood.
'
can be had at low cost.
A log cabin which is said to be an exact duplicate
Recently in Atlanta, Ga., an alligator meat ban- of the one
in which the Boone family lived has been
quet was served, and those who participate d said erected
on the spot, and in front of it stands a granthat the meat was agreeable. Some said that the ite shaft, forming
an Indian arrow head fifteen feet
flesh had the suggestion of lobster about it, others in height
and mounted upon a massave base.
remarked it was somewhat like pork, while still
On the banks of the Yadkin River, not far away,
others said there was something akin to fish about is Boone's
Cave, where Daniel and other members
it. The alligator meat was parboiled, then fried in of
the family retreated when closely pressed by the
eggs and cracker crumbs, very much after the man- savages.
In Davie County, which adjoins the county
ner of a breaded :veal cutlet.
containing the Boone memorial, the remains of Daniel's father and mother are buried. The old Joppa
MULE BALKED.
cemetery, near the village of Mocksville, is the last
Hampton Rhodes, a negro-not a ship channel- resting place of the parents of the hero. In order
is in jail at Atlanta, Ga., and the nearest he can get to save the old stone which marks the grave from the
to corn whiskey now is corn bread. Rhodes had depredation s of relic-hunte rs it has been found necesbeen dividing his time up in the mountains between sary to enclose it in a steel cage. The stone bears
riding a mule to different places of worship where this quaint inscription :
he exhorted dusky sinners to repent_and making a
'' Squire Boone departed this life in thay sixtylittle corn whiskey for his stomach's sake. Riding ninth year of his life in thay year of our Lord 1765,
near a "still" in Dawson County, which had just been Geneary tha 2.''
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FROM ALL POINT..',
SKBNK OIL PROVED USELESS.
There is an idea abroad that skunk oil is good ·for
rheumatism , neuralgia, colds and other ailments.
This superstitio n probably arose from the fact that
the Indians and early settlers thought that the oil of
any animal giving off such a disagreeabl e odor as the
s.1rnnk must be good for something.
Skunk oil probably is in the same class as rattlesnake oil, which was thought to be useful because
the bite of this snake is so poisonous. Indian medicine men appear to have made use of skunk as well
as rattlesnake oil along with their incantation s. The
best trained physicians, however, ~ttribute no medicinal value whatsoever to these oils. No legitimate use can be made of skunk oil unless for oiling
harness or shoes or for making soap. Neverthele ss
there is a small demand for it as medicine.

Sho1:1ld the watcher take up his position by one
of the holes and remain perfectly motionless they
will in time come out when he can see them at work.
Coming cautiously to the mouth cif the hole the
crab will reconno~tre. Satisfied that no enemy is
near, it will venture about its own length from its
lurking place. Then, rapidly taking up particles of
sand in its claws, it deposits them in a groove be·
neath its thorax.
As it does so a little ball of sand is rapidly projected through its mouth. This one put aside, the
process being repeated until the smooth beach is
covered with little pellets or pills. This is evidently
the crab's method of extracting particles· of food
from the sand.

NEW THINGS.
For trapping burglars an Englishma n has invented a mechanism that at set hours drops a perTOBACCO CAN MAKING
who steps in front of a safe into a pit and closes
son
tobacco
In the manufactu re of containers for
be
to
over them.
are
doors
they
that
expert
women have proved so
"' "' "'
employed exclusively on this work in one of the
Perforated metal tubes, finished to resemble tree
largest tin can factories in the middle West.
According to a report received from one of the trunks into which branches can be thrust, have been
;:i.gents of the investigatio n and inspection service patented for building artificial trees for decorations.
* * *
Departmen t of Labor, a Chicago plant which has
The greatest hydroelectr ic plant in the world,
been noted for its enterprise opened on January 1
a new department , equipped with the most modern planned for India, is expected to deliver water to the
machinery and especially arranged for the conven- turbines at a pressure of 680 pounds to thE! square
·
inch.
ience of the women workers.
* * *
The manager of this plant, having tried women
Long, slender sand bags have been designed to reon the various processes, found them peculiarly fitted
for the work involved in the manufactu re of tobacco place Indian clubs and dumbells in gymnasium s,
cans and so provided a special departmen t where a their weight being adjustable, besides which they
are noiseless.
large number could be employed.
* * "'
In other "departmen ts of the same plant the manof the Pasteur Institute
founding
the
since
Ever
for
women
using
of
ager said that the experiment
decline in the numsteady
a
been
has
there
Paris
in
been
had
orders
war
of
rush
the
during
night work
at all occurring in
none
cases,
a
found of no advantage whatever. He declared that ber of hydrophobi
years.
as a rule women did not do good work at night, some
"' * "'
possibly because they came to the factory weary
machine is featured by
washing
electric
new
A
day.
the
during
duties
domestic
to
from attending
and tosses the water
revolves
an elliptical tub. that
s and rubbing surcorrugation
about,
clothing
and
PILL MAKING CRABS.
omitted.
being
faces
the
about
are
These tiny creatures, most of which
* * *
size of a pea, are in abundance on the shores of the
Experts have estimated that more than 8,700,000
Malay peninsula. They are usually first noti.ced on
the beaches after t he going out of the tide, when they homes in the United States are lighted by electricity
make the beach look covered with loose, powdery and some 15,000,000 by other means.
.
* * *
sand and.holes of various sizes. Upon looking more
last year is estiGreece
in
The production of wine
closely it is seen that little paths converge in the
gallons, or
10,566,800
of
od
neighborho
the
in
sand to each hole and that the sand itself is in minute mated
year.
preceding
the
of
that
double
about
balls.
* * *
At the approach of an observer there immediatel y
An iron ship weighs 27 per cent less than a wooden
becomes apparent a peculiar twinkle-th e simultaneous and rapid retreat of a myriad of the tiny crab!:' one of the same dimensions and will carry 15 per
cent more cargo when loaded to the same depth
into their holes.
I
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THE MANIAC'S MISTAKE.
By John Sherman

Never shall I forget my first encounter with ' a
maniac. At college I had stood at the head of the
class in neurology, or nervous diseases, of which
insanity is one.
In fact, I had received a me~al for a supposed
excellent description or diagnqsis of the stages
passed through by a sane mind · in verging toward
insanity. I always imagined I should be cool and
collected in the presence of a h_u man being so afflicted, but, ah ! how sadly I was mistaken, as you
shall see.
· I graduated in June, and having worked hard up
to the very day of graduation I determined to pass
the summer in the country. So, after a few days
spent with my father and mother, I packed my trunk
and went to Tarrytown on the Hudson.
.
I was walking on ··the hill," the prettiest section
of the village, in the cool of the evening, when I
noticed two men approaching me.
One was young, not more than twenty-one or
two. with a handsome face and hair clustering abo~t
his head in ringlets. He w_as elegantly dressed, evidently belonging to a family of wealth. The other
was an older man, more plainly dressed, and.seemed
to have charge of the younger.
As we drew nearer I divined the reason, for I
caught a glimpse of the restless eyes and settled
melancholy on the young man's face. He was not
in his right mind. Harmless now, and generally, I
guessed, but subject to occasional violent fits which
necessitated a man to keep watch over him.
.
We were within several feet of each other befo~·e
the young man appeared to notice me.
Then I saw him start, saw his face change its
color for a livid hue, and between his tightly-closed
teeth he sucked in a long breath .vith a peculiar hissing-. disagreeable sound.
.
"Quiet, Charlie, quiet!" said his keeper soothmgly,
and then, glancing at me, I saw that he gave it start
of surprise.
Again drawing another of those long, suppressed
breaths I saw his hands slowly rise, saw his fingers
begin t~ twitch convulsively, to writh.e and squirm
with that strange, snaky motion so comm0n among
demented persons.
What could it mean? How had I roused his
anger?
.
.
.
·'Sh! Charlie, control yourself," agam said his
keeper, and unseen by his charge_ motioned me energetically to hurry along out of sight.
Thinking it best to comply, I passed by. A suffocated cry of anger caused me to turn and look back,
and I saw Charlie only prevented by the keeper's
embrace from springing upon me.
Never shall I forget the look of fienqish rage, of
malevolence, stamped on that face-handsom e in repose, but now horr ible in its distortion!
1

Somewhat alarmed, as I will frankly confess, I
lost no time in getting out of sight, and just as dusk
returned to my boarding place, a large house almost
meriting the name of hotel.
I had not been in my room more than a quarter
of an hour when I was informed that a person was
below who wished to see me. On his being shown
up I recognized the maniac's keeper.
"Sir, " he said, and his voice actually trembled as
he spoke, "your resemblance to another man nearly
cost you your life."
" How so?"
'' You resemble in a marked degree the man who
blighted Charles Leroy's life and unsettled his reason. He was, deceived by the resemblance and but
for my timely intervention and your leaving at the
right juncture he would have torn you limb from
limb."
'' What is the history of the case?" I inquired, not
without curiosity.
"Charles Leroy loved a woman, fair as an angel,
but false as could be. She encouraged him to believe
she loved him in return, but she was only playing
with him. Of a sanguine, passionate, hopeful nature, Leroy was translated to a heavenly existence,
and when told that this wornan encouraged other
men he would not believe it; she told him that it was
untrue, and that was enou~h. Like a thunderbolt
falling from a clear sky the truth at last became
known to him. H e went to her house at once and
she mocked his love, laughed at his impassioned entreaties and dismissed him with the cruel words :
'Go sir or I will call my intended husband and have
you' put out.'
"You see, he had importuned her until she was
beginning, perhaps, to become aware of her perfidy.
"Leroy then understood her character for the first
time. He arose and rushed away in a towering passion. He remained housed closely after that, a settled ·melancholy descending on him.
'· They tried to rouse him, but in vain. He began
to act strangely, but they little imagined that he was
actually mad until the day the fair but false one
was married. In the middle of the marriage service
Leroy rushed into the church, and, upbraiding the
woman, fired again and again upon the man-who had
-as he believed-won her from him, but who had
in reality been engaged to her before she met Leroy.
"The man fortunately escaped with his life, so
wildly the shots were fired.
" Leroy was taken home and .I was engaged as
companion and keeper for him. H e afterward
quieted dow11 and is generally tractable unless l~e
hears either of their names spoken, when he gets m
a violent fit. Consequently we are careful that they
shall never be alluded to in his presence.
•· This couple lately returned to Tarrytown. to
spend the summer, and I am satisfied that he had
some knowledge of it, though he cunningly hides it
from me.
''Now, sir, I would warn you to be careful. He
I
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never goes out save at the hour you met us, and by
avoiding the hill at that time an unpleasant scene
may be avoided."
" Poor fellow! " I could not help saying. "And can
nothing be done for him?"
"Nothing. Money has been spent without stint,
the best physjcians employed, but his malady remains incurable. But I must go. You, sir, will be
careful to avoid a meeting, for his sake, for your
own?''
" I will," I answered, and bade th€ man goodnight.
As I was rambling around the next day my steps
led me to the monument erected on the spot where
Andre was captured by the patriots while on his
way to New York after the meeting with that traitor
to his countr y, Benedict Arnold.
I saw several ladies there, and was surprised by
hearing one of them call me by name.
A quick glance at her,. and then I exclaimed:
"Ah! I am delighted at this renconter, Miss-But hold, . I believe you are married, an'd I should
consequently say Mrs. - - " and I paused.
"Brooks," she said laughingly.
In for mer years we had known each other intimately, but had drifted apart as I plunged into study
and gave up society, and for three years past I had
not seen her.
"You must come and see me," she said, after having introduced her companion. '' Make one of our
present party and return to ~a. My husband is in
the city, but will be home on a late train, and I would
very much like you to meet."
"Why?" I inquired.
"I think you'll recognize each other," she replied
with a light laugh. Her words puzzled me at the
moment, but I soon forgot them, for the present, at
least.
I accepted the invitation and went to her house
to tea.
Having shown me into a room where I could enjoy a cigar, my hostess excused herself while she
went to dress for the evening.
I took a chair, and fell into a reverie presently,
interrupted finally by the sound . of stealthy steps.
Then came a shrill, elfish cry, and the maniacfor he it was behind me-flung a strong cloth over
my head, and, exerting his strength, pulled it tight
and hard over my face, strangling my cries and suffocating me.
Oh, the agonies of the moment which followed!
He had taken me at a disadvantage, and I could
not budge from the arm-chair.
· I flung up my hands and tri ed to tear away the
cloth, but it was useless.
I struggled-oh, how hard !-when I felt my brain
reeling, when I felt excruciating pains of suffocation dart through my chest. But-the pall of insensibility-perhaps of death-settled over my brain in
spite of all I could do, and the world drifted from
my grasp.

What happened then I don't know, but I recovered consciousness presently to find myself lying on
the floor, my hands and feet bound tightly togethe~·,
while the house was filled with yells and cries of
fright, terror, dismay and fiendish exultation.
A moment later I saw Mrs. Brooks dragged into
the room by Charles Leroy, on whose face re,tcd
the exp:re3sion I had seen there the evening before.
"Ha, ha! Come• on-come on, you false-hearted
woman! Come and see what shall happen! Ha, ha!
You murdered my love, now I shall slay yours!''
"Mercy-mercy! H elp-help!"
"Hush up! Why do you cry for help? None dare
come!"
Shrinking and screaming the lady was dragged
near me.
She was the fair woman who had driven him
crazy, and it was her husband the maniac mistook
me for.
That explained her words: "l think you'll recognize each other!"
"Prepare for death!" hissed the maniac, turning
his lurid, vengeful eyes on me. "Ah! Fiend, you
robbed me of her, but you shall die for it. And I
have brought her that she might see you di0 ! Revenge-revenge!''
With an appalling shriek he forced her into a chair
so placed that she must see what passed, and then,
brandishing the knife, he faced me.
Cruel as the tiger who sports with his victim, the
maniac stooped a little, and, waving the hand clutching the knife slowly before my vision, he crept toward me like a beast of prey.
Heaven only knows what I suffered during the
next· minute.
It was a relief even when he bounded at me with
a demoniac yell, with knife raised to strike.
I saw the flashing blade descend.
Then I uttered a cry of pain.
He had aimed at my heart, but, missing it, the
blade entered my shoulder.
He now flung himself upon me, gnashing his teet h,
and once again raised the blood-stained blade.
I closed my eyes, and-It was perfectly terrible to hear the savage yells
and curses' )Vhich followed.
His keeper had at that moment rushed in and ar~
r~sted the murderous hand of the maniac in time to
save my life. In a second other assistance came;
Leroy was overpowered and I released.
I rose to my feet, bathed in perspiration, just as
Mr. Brooks entered the room.
He was near enough like me to have been my
brother, and I no longer wondered at the maniac's
mistake.
Poor fellow!
He died in an asylum shortly after.
That Mrs. Brooks does regret, and will regret to
her dying day, the coquetry which crazed Leroy I
am sure.
But--! never desire to see her again.
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Not many people know that Thomas Jefferson was
a great inventor. His inventions were all of articles
of every-day use. He devised a three-legged folding camp stool, which is the basis of all camp stools
of that kind to-day. The stool he had made for his
own use was his constant companion on occasions
of outings. The revolving chair was his invention.
He designed a light wagon. A copying press was
devised by him and came into general use. He also
invented an instrument for measuring the distance
he walked. A plow and a hemp cultivator showed
that his thoughts were often on agricultural matters. His plow received a gold medal in France in
1790. Jefferson never benefited financially by his
inventions, but believed they should oe for the use
of every one without cost.

GRINS AND CHUCKLES

Mother (to naughty Ethel)-Ethel, do I have to
speak to you again? Ethel-No, mother, not unless
The little lightweight Renault •·tanks" established you want to!
an enviable reputation as fighting machines during
Temperance Lecturer-Friends, how can we stop
the last year of the war, and now, in times of peace,
the sale of liquor? Inebriate (in the rear of the hall)
they promise to become equally useful. Already
some of them have been converted into agricultural -Give it away.
j
tractors by the removal of the guns and armor and
Salesman-This vase is really worth $30, but there
a few slight modifications, and are said to be doing
being a little chip off here, I will sell it to you for $20.
excellent service on the farms of France, where labor
Customer-Can't you ,break off another little chip
is painfully scarce. Another and probably t empoand
let me have it for $10?
rary use that has been found for them is towing
barges, taking the place of horses. ·
"My boy," said the patronizing member of the
club, as he handed around the Flor de Toofas, "that's
something like a cigar!" "Yes," responded one of
Information regarding a remarkable flight of a the victims
after he had taken a puif or two, "what
German Zeppelin has recently been reported by a is it?"
British correspondent, who learned the facts since
the coming of peace. A German airship, it is said,
At a domestic economy lesson in Chicago a young
lef.t Bulgaria carrying a crew of twenty-two men, matron
was asked by the lecturer to state briefly the
tons of munitions and medical supplies, bound for best way to keep milk from souring.
After some reGerman East Africa, which is approximately 3,000 flection, the young w6man replied:
"Leave it to the
miles from Bulgaria. According to the account, cow."
while the ship was flying over Khartum it received
a wireless message ordering it to return, the GerThe sick man had just come out of a long delirium.
mans having learned that the majority of their "Where
am I?" he said feebly, as he felt the loving
troops in their African terrjtory had surrendered. hands
making him comfortable. "Where am I? In
heaven?" "No, dear," cooed his devoted wife. "I am
Japan is a country of earthquakes, of volcanoes still with you."
and of subterranean activities, and abounds in hot
springs which are utilized as remedial agencies for , A doctor in the country received one day a letter
all sorts of human ailments. The Sanitarium Nabori from an old woman asking for a bottle of cough mixBetsu is located on the now wooded slopes of an ex- ture for her husband, ending with the postscript:
tinct volcano, which, however, gives evidence of its "Please, sir, don't make it too strong, as the poor
activi-ty by the outpouring from numerous hot man has only got one leg."
springs. The baths connected with this sanitarium
are of the crudest construction. The hot water is
"Goodness, little boy!" exclaimed the kindly old
led through rude wooden gutters over a dam upon gentleman to the weeping youth. "What on earth is
a simple platform of plank, where the patients re- the matter?" "I had a turrible accident," bawled the
cline in various postures, each beneath his separate boy. "Gracious! What was it?" "I met pop when
spout.
I was a-playin' hookey."
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
DEVISE GUNSTOCKS OF WALNUT.
A method of making laminated gunstocks was
developed at the forest products laboratory at the
University of Wisconsin, which would, without reducing the strength, permit the use of the small
pieces of walnut not suitable for single-piece stocks.
The application of laminated construction to many
articles of trade is a development worthy of close
study, according to laboratory experts. Shoe lasts,
billiard balls, saddle trees, oars and paddles, tanks,
barrels and kegs and various parts of vehicles and
agricultural instruments may possibly be constructed with laminatep. wood.

order in the Canadian Northwest. The proud claim
is made that the horsemen never failed to account
for a criminal after once taking the trail.
WHISKEY IN RADIATORS.
"Waste is sinful," says the police department.
"Particularly waste of liquor. Since we cannot
drink it without breaking at least a couple of laws,
we'll find another use for it."
The result of which conclusion is that 150 Detroit
(Mich.) police department motor cars are now running wild on the streets, no.!,ing into nooks and
crannies everywhere looking for booze, while all
the time they are in imminent danger themselves
of breaking out with, the "D. T.'s."
For, so it is recorded, these thrifty cops have
filled each of the 150 radiators with old "red-eye" to
stave off the damage of winter'~ cold, and it is declared that so far not a car has frozen up.
However, if you see a police car standing alone
and unprotected at some lonely curb don't stick your
trusty straw into the radiator and expect a free
drink. You would be likely to get more than you
had bargained for, as these same coppers, dog in
the manger like, have poured into each car just
enough kerosene to spoil the flavor of the best bourbon.

FOLLOWED BY 13.
Superstitious people, believing in the unlticky number 13, will have their faith shaken by the experience of Frank Bauder of South Williamsport, Pa.,
who has been followed strangely by the number
throughout his career as a soldier.
Private Bauder, who was stationed at Camp
Meade, registered on Friday the 13th; he left Camp
Meade for Baltimore, from which port he sailed for
France, from track No. 13 ; was sent. to the front
line trenches on September 13.
Throughout his entire time in the army this number, commonly supposed to be extr_emely unlucky, has
followed him, and from the fa~t that he took part
GREATEST SINGING CANARIES.
in thirteen battles and escaped without a scratch it
Bird dealers seldom give any information about
is apparent that at least for him the number 13 is
the breeding and raising of canaries, for if there
not a hoodoo.
was too much competition their business, no doubt,
would be affected. The bird stores buy the imTHE SCARLET RIDERS.
ported stock, commonly known as "jobbers," for
Canada's Scarlet Riders, the Royal Northwest $12 a dozen and sell them at an average of $2.50
Mounted Police, who left the dominion to distinguish each. The birds are of such beautiful yellow and
themselves further on the battlefields of France, are warble so sweetly at times that the uninitiated think
to be reorganized 011 a pre-war basis, according to they are getting a bargain. To the connoisseur,
an announcement by government officials. Squad- however, the "chip, chip, chip," which the birds use
rons of the famous riders who for years have pa- as a finale to their warbling, would convince him in
trolled the prairies, mountains, forests and Arctic an instant of their. mediocrity.
Some dealers handle many better grades of Gerwastes of Canada will be returned from overseas
and permitted to rejoin their old force, which will man singers, but they always are kept in a separate
room from the common stock, for it is a well-known
be recruited to twelve hundred men.
Regina will continue to be general headquarters fact that birds are great imitators and a poor bird
and· the territory policed will extend from Port Ar- can spoil a good singer in a short time if both are
thur to British ColumlJia, and far into the vast kept in the same room. The high-grade birds bring
stretches of the No Man's Land of the North. As as much as $15 or $20, but few are sold in the city,
the war progressed members of the famous band, the preference of most people going to the common
who had fac~d death innumerable times by daring jobber.
The great singing canaries in the world are bred
dashes into the wilderness after criminals, one by
one dropped out to join the overseas forces until by an American of Philadelphia, who crossed an
the organization had all but disbanded. Official re- Andresburg canary with. that of another breed,
ports have shown that they continued their intrepid which breed, however, no one ever has been able to
ascertain. The secret has brought hundreds of dolexploits in the war zone.
Government officials have said that the history lars into the hands of the Pennsylvania man. Some
of the Scarlet Riders is also the history of law and of his birds have sold for $75.
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
SHE HAD GOOD RETURNS.
Me'P,tion has been made of
- Of' M OUn t 01·1. G.I ace B erry
M lSS
vet Ky. selling a small patch
' at 35 cents a pound.
'
Of tobacco
a record pr1·ce at the
was
·s
Thl
time. . There was less. than an
acre In the patch cultivated by
Miss Berry, the yield being 1,013
pounds. R. C. Bratton, the purchaser, sold the crop on the
Maysville b!~aks at 59 cents per
pound, reahzu\.g a total of $640.
M~ss Berry will try another crop
this year.
COJ'.1:BINATION $5 AND $10
BILL.
A druggist in Waukegan, Ill.,
while counting his money recently chanced to turn over one
of the $5 bills and was astonished to find that on the other
side it was a $10 bill. Treasury
Department men explain the
anomaly on the theory that one
side of a sheet which had been
printed for $5 notes was accidentally backed up on the press
with $10 note form.
CAUGHT A LARGE SHARK.
A grouper shark, the largest
ever taken so close to shore, has
been captured by Captain John
Kassar while fishing from the
pier at Avalon, Cal., with a hand

Iline.

The shark, which weighed
285 pounds, almo~t pull_ed the
off the hpier before as!fisherman
.
s1stance came. T en a rope was
placed around the body of the
.
and block and tackle did
shark
t
•
th e I es •
_______

I
I

HARDWARE DIET FATAL TO
OSTRICHES.
A hardware diet is not conducive to long life even on the part
of an ostrich. As a result three
out of fifty · ostrich chicks at the
Vilas Park Zoo at Madison, Wis.,
alone survive a feast which consisted Of broken glass, nails, etc.
Out of the stomach of one chick
was removed five pieces of wood,
one large pebble, a two-inch
screw, two pieces of glass and
several naps.

0LD COINS WANTED

to ~00 EACH p1tiu fer Hunuret11 •'
C•i•s a.aced llefur~ 1:sv;;. Kee 11 .cl. L L o,~
Yeu may llatve Coins worth •
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Large Prewiu>n. :Sen1l ~lOc. for !\ e w
LJ~~s'i~~!i~,1 c:l 0 0: :~_ue l:J uu1:. ~ize ~,;u
·
CLA.RKE co1N co .. B o x 35. L~ nn:r. x. T.
RunnE1t vAcuuJr s uc1rnRs. plates
Hovelt.v out! Dislles and
The latest
will stick to the tniJlt', CUJ) S to the saucers
like
fu n.
of tben
Lots and
cun't.a glass
it. oneYo uuuuer
to lift Put
try glue.
and
~urface
smootb
a
on
it
put
Always
actbe rubber. .Many otl.Jer tricks can I.Je wet
.
this novelt,,,:
complished
I.Jy mai l, postpaid.
cts. eacb
Price, 12with
FRANK SMITH. 383 Lenox A ve .. New York,
;2

$
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MIKADO sLocK P u zzLE.

Imported trom Japa11.

Tbls uea.t little puzzl•
cousists ot six struugely
eut pieces ot white wood
uuussew bled. 'l"l.Je triek
is to so nssem l>le the
l)Jo,·ks as to torm a slxpoi11t cross. Price Uc,
I.J7 mail, postpaid.
H. F.

LANG,

18lil

Centre

St., B 'klyn, N. Y.

DIAMOND S Q UIRT RING.

.A. handsome Gilt ring
set wit!J. a brilliant, a
close 1w1tution of a diamond. Connected with
tbe ring is a small ru bJ
ber ball filled with
water, which is concealed i o the palm of
you r hand. As your
friend !s admirrng the
stone in your ling, a
gentle pressure ou tlle
l)all will throw a sm a ll
stl'l um of wate r i n to bis
face. Tbe ba ll can be
lnstantl:v filled by immersing it in water,
when you are ready for YO\fl' next v1ct1Jll.
The ball is entlrel.v h!(ld~n 111 tbe palm o!
your band, and onry the rlllg lS seen.
Price 25 cents. b:v mall. postpaid.

GOOD AS A FERRET.
Ferrets are banned for Ohio
hunters, but Adolph Rutta, a
Cleveland bank teller, has a substitute plan that . places him in
the ranks of the few Clevelanders who have been bringing in
F. LANG, 1815 Cent re S t., ll' kly n. :N. Y.
rabbits. When a rabbit runs H.
HA01c mx1rnu.
into a hole Rutta pulls a long
1'11t uuu Jean Cu uny rares. BJ
.
loukiui; l ll tuese WllTOrs upright
pipe Of rub b er h ose f rom h lS
narr_o.v &lid
l>ecuwe
ieutu11;•....ook
your
f\
hunting bag' places one end in
llll " It a1dewlse
elougateu.
-/ and your phi• broadens out. In
the hole as far aS he can, and
the wost cowlcal manner. Size
· t O th e Oth er end • Th e
.3y, x 2¼ Inches, in a handsome
ye11S ln
•
lll Ol'OCC O case.
lll"t/lt\Ull
rabbit then bounces ,
frightened
P, ke , 10 cents each. postpaid.
•
WOLFF Novelty Co., 108 W. 23d St., N. Y.
OUt In a hurry.
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MAGAZINE"
''MovinU Pic,ure Stories'' ''l\lYSTERY
10 CENTS A COPY
SEMI-MONTHLY.
PUBLISHED
A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplays and Players

PRICE

SIX

CENTS PER COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits
of Prominent Performers. Out Every Friday.

32 Pages of Reading.

Encb i\umber contains FiYe Sto1·ies of · the Best Films on the
Screens- l<..i egant H.ult-tone ~cenes from the Plays-Interesting
.Articles AI.Jout l' rominent People in t.l.Je h'llws- Doings of
Actors auu Accresses in the StuC11os and' While .Picture-wai.ing-Lessuus in Sceuario Wriling.
THI S

Ll'.r'J'LE JIIAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUll
MONE}' THA.t.~ ANl' O'J'llER SllllLAR l'IJB..
THE MARKET!

LlCATION ON
authors are tbe very best that money can procure; Its profu se illusll'aLions are ellquisite, and its special articles are by
11.Je greutest e>:perts In their particular line.
Buy a copy Now from your newsdealer, or sena us 6 cents in
money or posta~e stamps, and we will mail yon any number
you desire.
' Its

HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., New York City

Handsome Colored Covers-48 Pages of Reading-Great
Authors-Famous Artists- Fine• Presswork

It contains ellcitlng and mysterious detective StOl'ies, sketches,
novelettes, serials anu a large awounL 0 1 otller interesting matter.
' 0rder a copy from this list.
No.
-LAT E ST ISSU E S 27 \\'BO WAS GUI LTY? by·
No.
l:Jenlab Poynter.
20 TilE MAGICIAN DE'.rEC'
'.rIVE, lJy Charles .l!'ulton 28 Tll.l!J EVIL JtlY.l!J, by Charles
Oursler.
1, u1 tou u uroter.
21 Kl NG COBRA MYSTEllY,
W TUE
'l' ll !H'l'EENT B
uy George Gilbert.
LJ00R, l>y .l!Jdilll Sessions
22 TUJ,J liAUJV1'1"LJ COR RI ·
.. LIPP1.!l".
D011 S, l,y Wi lliam llawli·
ton Osborne.
30 'l'llE GA~IE OF DETEC23 NO JliA N ':{ MAN, by Max ·
'l'IVE CAliJ,JW, by Leonard
well Smith.
Jerome.
TRJjJVOR Pt;ZZLE, 31 LA\,
24 THJ,]
-11AKER .A.ND L.A.Wby T. C. Barbnu~h.
HR.l!JAK l<]H, by Beu I ab
25 THE TRAIL 01~ HOSES, by
l'oyuter.
Edmund Conu6n.
32 'l'IlE COUNTERFE IT
20 'l' Il l!; Hl.KD00 VANISHH.:G
HElRIJ:SS, I.Jy Inspector J .
CLUE, by Pauline Carrin~llarrigan.
ton Bouve.

The Feature Detective Story Out To-day in No. 33 is
"TRACKED TO CHINA," by Chief Roger O'Brien
FRANK TOUSEY, l'ubllsher, 168

w.

23d St., New 'York Clty.
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to Any Mal

Those painful attacks of indigestion, heart-burn, belching, disgusting
food-repeating; that puffy bloated,
lumpy feeling after eating, dyepe_psia and stomach miseries - all
pomt to just one awful American
disease-commonly known as ACIDSTOMACH. ,
Fortunately there bas been discovered a wonderful modern remedycalled EATONIC-tbat brings instant
relief from all these stomach miseries
because it absorbs the hurtful excess
acid in the stomach and drives out the
bloat and gas. You won't know you
have a stomach, llo free of pain you'll
feel. Besides, it saves you from more
serious ailments because it is a scientific fact that ACID-STOMACH frequently creates conditions which baffle
the best medical skill. Many cases of
chronic stomach trouble, biliousnesij,
severe headache, general weakness,
rheumatism, gout, lumbago, intestinal

!'' A~f~O YNY:ICg
( :FOR YOUR ACID-STOMACH
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Paint -Without Oil
Remarkable Discovery That Cuts
Down the Cost of Paint
Seventy-five Per Cent.
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aee thru cloth or wood.' Sae boae:a
in the body, makee thelle:ab look tran1parent. BY
mall 10 ct1. CatalOII' and new coin trick free,
The Ard ..e SalM Co De•t 230 Sbunford Conn.
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INVISIBLE

PHOTOGRAPHS
__.._.....,,__ GENUINE Photo'• of w••e:a
Ji

in different poeea. Whenrecef..-.
ed throueh the mall they aeem
piecea of Blank Paper but Ill
a few aeoonda and at no coat to
7ou, they can be tumed Into Na1
Pbotograpba. Boni They are
claaa7 Plctutea, We aend you
a for 10 eta b1 mail. 10 for 26 ct
No2 alike. Crow-a Nov. Co.
Dept. S i'JtN"ford Cone.

.)e

U :vw
cannot obtain EATONIC quickly at your druc store, do not be without it. Write us and wa will tn&H
7ou a bi&' 50c. bo:z at once and you can aend U8 the 50c. after you cet lt. Address: EA.TONIC
REMEDY CO., 1072 South Wabaah A,enue, Chlcaeo, lll.

,or 20.000 clruc 1torea tnroucnout tb.o United ~tate1 sell and &11arantee EA.TONIC.

JtarNOT

MUSCLE BUILDER

IO STAMPSo•CotN
rBOYS

'

~n= pf

A 1teel 1prln1 exerciser and ch11t
8XD&Ddtr with a coDlJ)lete courae
of t"ent.7.four ,elected u :ercl111
for dtnlo.1>1nr all the mu1el•1 of
It ta equal to any
tb1 body.
exercl11r. My priea fer a

CTS

pains and even heart failure can be
traced directly to Acid-Stomach.
Avoid these dangers-don't let acid•
stomach wreck your health. Don't
drag out your days feeling all in, down
and out, weak and ailing. Keep the
vital spark flashing. Eat the things
you like and digest your food in comfort. Then you'll feel fine-be fitmentally alert-have pep and punch
-the power and will to do things.
Take EATONIC and give yoUI'
stomach the help ,to put it in a fine,
healthy condition so that it will digest
your food perfectly and make every
mouthful you eat register 100% in enricbing your blood and building up
your bodily strength.
Get a big box of EATONIC TABLETS from your druggist today. They
taste good-just like a bit of candy.
The cost is trifling. It is absolutely
guaranteed. If it fails to relieve your
stomach misery, your druggist will

A Free Trial Package Is Malled to
Everyone Who Writes.
A. L. Rice, ·a prominent manufacturer of
Adam•. N. Y., bas discovered a proceao of mak·
a new kind of paint without the use of oil,
ing
I,earn to throw your voice Into a He calls
it Powdrpaint. It comes in the form
,jf'i ,~ trunk, under the bed, outin the hall of
powder and all that is required la cold
a
•f[,J IT or anywhere. Lots of FUN fooling waterdry
to make a paint weather proof, fireproof,
~ the Teacher, Janitor, Policeman or
sarnitary and durable for outside or Inside paint·
~ Friends. The VENTRILO is a lit. , tie instrument that fits into the ing. It is the cement principle applied to paint.
mouth out of sight. Anyone can It adheres to any surface, 'Wood, stone or brick,
use it, Ne..-er Fails. A 32 page book spreads and looks like oil paint and costa
on VENTRILOQUISM sent with about one-fourth as much..
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice Manufacturer, 824
the Ventrilo for 10 ct.a. and :a ct.a, postage.
North Street, Adams, N. Y. and he will send
you a free trial package, a\so color card and
full information ehowin~ you how you can
Will make you scream, given with above. save a good many dollars. Write to,day.
South Norwalk, Conn .
llOTAL NOY. CO •• Box 20.
Handsome Goll Fined Sl1net
- • . PAIIACHUTlm
ina Guaranteed for 3 Years
h•ll!.1'11.1
• ..
....1

i ,

Kaiser's Dream

f REE

o mak.• frlendli and to latr-odace oar Maaaine and Rlns Barsatu. Mnd 16 eta. for •
montb•' 1-ob~ription, and tbl• Rlnf', J'0UI
I&• a.nd hlitlftl •ill bo. Mat FllEEjr•ta W,

r.1.~; D:'vt-~t~llpii,!-,jl;i._

EREE

MILITARY AIRSHIP
I

-i..= .
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M-;.:.~l ' ..!ft}J
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·L ITTLE ADS

Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 118 Ea_st 28th Street, New York City,
or 8 South Wabash A ve11ue, Cliicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine,

FOR THE HEALTH

AGENTS
VEST POCKET FLASHLIGHTS 29 eta, Others to 59
cts. AKents wanted. DuMaurler Co., El!n1I&, N, Y.

AIDS TO EFFICIENCY

PERSONAL
L~~r~.LYB!Alfok~'s!~oc "~':'1t.mry,

Write for pie-

GET MARRIED. Best mkr1monial nfa.gazlnu J>ubllshed.
Mailed free. American Dlstributa. Blairsville. Pa.
Hundreds selecl
MARRY FOR SURE SUCCESS.
wealthy members. both sexes. wishing early marriage.
Strictly confidential. most reliable. Years experience
Only honorable peovle wanted. Frea
in this work.
list. The Successful Cupid. Mrs. Cappel, Box 115,
Oakland. Cal.

SCIENTIFIC
KOROLAX. Regulates the bowels: o,ercomes constipaJifen with koy to health.
Bo~d~s\~ ASTROLOGICAL
im~~~rtn~e1:u/~~aftll~
Joseph Dnoro, l2S
paid, tor 9 three-ct. atamps. Koreln Co .. ND-601, N. Y. ~o Jdc,::llso~irm.~at~bica~~rth

READING

~~r:'.:tp::!~r~;lo~~t.

n.

TO THE WIFE of one who drinks . . I hue an importWANTED TO BUY
ant confidential messa,e for you. It wlll come in a
plain envelope. How to conquer the liquor habit in 3 WE BUY old eold, diamonds, watcheo, vlatlnum, silver.
days and make home bapt,y. Wonderful, safe, lasting,
je\,elry. We wlll pay up to $35 per set for discarded
MEN-BOYS, learn to do detective work. Be1lnners reliable, inexpensive method, euaranteed. Write to Ellw. false teeth (broken or not). Cash aent at ooce-i:oods
Complete ,J. Woods, WA-601, Station F, New York, N. Y. Show held 5 to 15 days and returned at our expense if offer
Travel.
Easy work.
earn $:!O weekly.
0
5
Particulars for atamp. 011! to oth ers.
inst;rucUon!I $1 postoaid.
~~:
~~rl~i~~sei.bsoT~i!i~c;!:Po'~:1bi:? er!i
Emerson Mannine, Tappahannock, Ya.
LADIESI I GUARANTEE to crow your hair from 4 to dress: United States Smeltlo• '\Yorks, Inc.. ,01 Gold·
12 inches in 4. months, and correct any hair disorder; smith Rid&.. Opp. P. 0.. ?tltlwaukee, \Vls.
Send &tamp for my ln!ormation aheet BEAR OIL wa.oted. cenuine only; eood price. Stat•
men treated.
AUTOMOBILES
Harry Hannibal, H. 8., 2123
and full part1cul1.rs.
quantity you hue and where obtained. J. H. Brit•
FORDS START EASY IN COLD WEATHER with Albemarle Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.
tnln, 150 East S2d St .. PD-2, New York.
our new 1919 carburetors; 34 miles per rallon. Use
chearest gasollue or half kerosene. Iuaeasetl, power.
WANTED
HELP
MISCEI..f..ANEOUS
Styles tor any motor. Yery slow on hl~h. .Attach 1t
yourst>lt. Big protits to ncent.3. :Money-b11ck &uarantee. LADIES WANTED, and MEN, too, to address en\'el~ 100 BEAUTIFUL POSTCARDS and picturea 10c. T&J•
Alr-Frlct.ion Carburetor Company, 17~
SO days' trial.
lor Co .. 38~0 Ltucoln Ave., East St. Lout., Ill.
advert1slns matter a.t home !or large
mail
and
opes
Madison, Dayton, Ohio.
Can m&ke TATOOING OUTFITS.
mail order firms. spare or whole time.
Good
Electrical and band.
$10 to $35 wkly. No capital or experience required.
money Jn this. Illustrated Cataloc tor stamp. Prof.
Bool~ explains e,erythlni; litnd 10 cts. to co,er posta&e, J. H. ~·emke, 517 Central, 0., Cincinnati, Obio.
BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
etc. Ward Pub. Co .. Box 17, Tilton, N. H.
PHOTOPLAYS WANTED. Bi& demand, We bill', aoll,
REAL LIVE BOOKS FOR REAL LIVE PEOPLE.
type and revise. Deta,ils free. \Yrlte C. W. Hanlaoa
Lists tree. J. S. Sheridan. 07 E. 151st St .. )/. Y. PERMANENT LIFE POSITIONS. $95 month. Government nee(ls hundreds men~women-girls, 18 Or over. & Co., 89 Primrose Ave., BamUton, Ont&rlo.
\Yrlt1 inuuedia.telY ARROW HEADS. 10.000 arrow ,pear heads &nd mound
List l}()Sitious obu.inable. !reo.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Frunklln Institute. Dept. B-102, Rochester, N. Y.
Free price list. 100,000 minerals, fossll1.
reUcs.
BILVER MINES MAl<ING MILLIONAIRES throueh
1helis, closini, 40% discL dellvered. 22 pp. c&taloe !or
sm.tll lnvestme-111.s. Ad1iress: Mldwest lnvostinout Bureau, FIREMEN, BRAKEMEN, BAGGAGEMEN, $140-$200. 5 eta. De&ler S4 yrs. L. W. Stilwell, Deadwood. S. D.
Colored porters. by railroads everywhere. Jt:s::verience
150 Boiton Block. lllnneapolls. Minn.
100 XXX PRINTER ENVELOPES, No. 6¾, 50 eta.,
unnecessary. 881 Ry. Ilurea.u, East St. Louis, Ill.
Send me 5 eta. stamps
BOYS. Make extra money.
prepaid. Nam, cards 1amt prtce. B. Wiese.
or coin and you will receive a bl& bunch of mall
lantic, lows.
order ma~aztnes, ad sheets. and circulars adnrtisini:FORTUNE TELLER, 5 prett,y c&rds and bis
GYPSY
E.
latest mom,y•maklnc schemes and r,rooosltious.
catalog, 10 ct1. Durso, Dept. S9, 25 Mulbe;rry, N. Y.
Fournier, Norris .A,e., Pawtucket, R. I.
FANCY MICE, 25 ,arietles-Japanese Waltzers a 1pe•
WE WILL start you in the c:Jeaning and dyelns bust. ARE sou mechanically inclined t Learn a trade; learn
clalty. List free. Holman's Mouserr, Dedham, Mass.
Write for
ne~s. little capital needed. big profits.
auto, tractor, truC'k and alrt>luu, buainus; blr pay:
PHOTOS, handsome a-lrls, classy posea, 8 tor $1.
booklet. Ben-Yonde Sys(em, Devt. 6. Charlotte. N. C. wonderful 0P1:iortun1tles; learn by Sweeney System, REAL
Miniature Sample Set 25 eta. V. P. Den. Pictures, 8
open
now
school
army
week,:
8
practlcn.1 fni1tructton in
15 for $1. Garvey, Dept. SS. Randolph, Mass.
cts.:
25
tor
Sawlckas to
Very interested.
BIG MAIL tor 4 cts.
you; sa.me. tnstructors, equipment and methods used
Bros., 3 McGill St.. Worcester, Mass.
$1 it
In training 6.000 soldier mechanics for ro,ernment: TO BACCO or Snulr Habit cured or no pay.
sent on trial. Superb& Co., BaltlRemedy
cured.
nd
RAISE GIANT RABBITS FOR ME. I f11rntsh breeders
f:ru~1,•br~~d
m.ore, Yd.
ro:a~::
cheap a nd buy all rou raise at 30 to 60 eta. ver
vound. Hundreds xnakt ble money. Send 10 ct.I. for tells whole storJ. S\leene, •uto School, Department 250 MAGIC TRICKS and catalo• 10 eta. Clarence
Mau:;-:rns. Anderson, Ind.
Breeders• Instruction Book. contra.ct. price llst, etc. 935. Sweeney Bid~.. Kaos&a CIIJ'. Mo.
Frank III. Cross. 6407 ltidre A ,e.. St. Louis, llo.
MONTHLY INCOME PAID writing n&mes for us at BEAUTIFUL BEAD NECKLACE, 18 lo. 25 eta.: H
In. 50 ct.I. Mric. T. 'l:. Ta.yJor, Dept. F , Rochester, Tex.
bome. spare time. No suppl1e1 to purchase, no ex·
Success throuih E,rypti&n
SENSATIONAL OFFER:
Mag:fc. The secret wisdom or the Pharaohs exposed. pense or other work requlrtd, Postal brings D&rtlcu- CLASSY l'ICTURES. Bathlnr ,trla, art poses, Greek
York.
New
,
1001
Box
Exchal\le,
National
lars.
10 eta .. refunded U dissatialled. Rosele&t Club,
slave.
Boundless energy. phenomenal hypnoti c willpower, an
Desk 10. St. Loul.J. Jdo.
impressive and forceful personality. money, surcess. influence amt. fame are yours, if you apply these a.n1Jient
MUSICAL
Twenty
A.ttractive posea,
GIRL PHOTOGRAPHS.
Something out or thP ordinary,
ruloa to dally life.
Bronx Girls' Club, '11 E&at
miniature• 12 cts.
which wtlJ open your eyes and chanre you entirely I WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONO. We compose 151st ~treet. Bronx. N. Y.
Price per t'OllY 50 cts.. prepaid direct from the pub·
rnu!llc, aecure copyright a.nd 1ubmlt copies to leadln: "TRUTH" on handsome double mat, 6xl0. '.Beautiful
ll1her. P. Wa.schtler, 179 Washlniton St .. Newark. N. J. publlahers.
SUbmtt poem, now~xamlnatlon free.
work, French model. life pose; full lenrth. 25
Broadway Studios. 165 C Fitz,erald Bldr .. New York. cts.artprepaid.
Waupreas, Wauresan, Conn.
COINS AND ST AMPS
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We write music. FREE: A beautiful patriotic plcture with our tam11.J
on
J)oems
Submit
acceptance~
publisher's
ruarantee
, moot.la for 15 eta. TWYnham
macaztne
story
STAMPS: 105 mixed, Incl. China. etc.. 2 eta.; Album oatrtotl1m, Ion or any aub!ect. Chester Music Co., 538
Pub. Co.. Ooldsboro. N. C.
(500 plcturea). S cts. Bullard, No. 20, St•. A, Boston. So. De&rborn St., Suite 248, Chlc&ro. Ill.
Opportunity tor men and women
tor secret investigation in your district. Write C. T.
Ludwie, 521 Westover Bide .. Kansaa Clt.Y, Mo.
BE A DETECTIVE.

1fu

~d8:!fiab!!.
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f~et~::~~li:1
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CORRESPONDENCE TUITION
DETECTIVES MAKE BIG MONEYI Travel and IH
the countr:,. We tnstruct you at nominal cost, Etthe,
1ex. Write for free booklet. A.merlca11 School of Crimin·
olo11Y, Dept. Jd. Detroit, J,{l.ch,

Hair Grew on Bald Heaa:

. Arter betn~ ahnoot totally bald, a New Yorker hap
found 1omethtnc which brou&'ht out a new, Juxur•
iant growth ot hair o! which he 1a 10 proud that h"'wlll send the information fret to anyone wbo aab tOI'
It. Write: Jobn H. Britt&tn, BK-103, Station F, Ne•
York, N. Y. >,{any women and men, by uslor thil
~r'!':t~o!1o!&Toeth~:71\ii~:Uu a!~~ui~t~. ebe !ailed. Cut
p1]y

Wriot Wateh ,ritb
leather •trap and
bucld• and thH• four love-All giTen. Free to
ly Rinp.
anyone for aellln}! enl,. 12

Imitation

adjmt&bte

LIONEL

STRONGFORT

Phy•ical and Health Speciali•t
N•wark, N. J.
7'4 Park Bulldlns

rte

0

c°:cb.JFr~1:, fro:e~~:o~~
Be fn fashion..

C, E. DALE . MFG. CO.
ln'rid-,B,I.

)

e

'°"

.;-...- 2!50 MAGIC TIIIICIUI w!thtolu,ribbc:m:,rlnp. ....,
u.a do ihml a, tuea. .li:t.ollll•lt. &nd.&m.llN
i..V • •irnple
frla.idl u4 1aiµe m.t.ncy. a. a Yiurd, 1hlne u • •W Ill
" your~ J.11 NAt b7 m..U llith IICi Oal&lot: M.p,111111
.a Enttirblaaatpodsf~oAl1 JOouW.. Wrlwno-..

Melroae 1 M ....

Everbright

fREE

FRIENDSHIP JlING
Every ~~L1:~~d~~: y!!:•ib.•&•

6Rf~. ;o:u~
i~~-~~iriir·.~~ft~
your initial• •w.avedpwill be
l~!rs~:i. 3-P 1~wh~~~::

GETT
REDUCE WEIGHT EASILY

I WAS BALD

No more worry about your over-stoutnesl!I. Take Oil of
Korein, follow the simple, health - improving Korein system
and it is positively guaranteed you will lose 10 to 60 pounds
or even more-whatever amount of superfluous fat you need
to be rid of -or this self treatment will cost you nothing. We
offer $100.00 Cash Guarantee! It is in eyery box.
Measure and weigh yourself now; watch the delightful
steady reduction. Become healthier, younger in appearance,
more active and attractive; gain real beauty.
This method is also guaranteed to be perfectly harmless. Oil
of Korein is not a laxative; contains no thyroid-but is a vegetalized oil containing genuine fucus vesiculosu•, an ingredient
obtained from certain sea weeds. Those who follow Korein system
are astonished at the reduction - after all
else fails. Recommended by physicians.

Got New Growth of Hair by Indian's
Recipe.
WILL SEND IT FREE.

A prominent Philadelphian, George Reynolds, Walton Avenue, lost 20 lbs. the first month and continued using Oil of
Kor ein, massaging himself daily, until 'he reduced 64 lbs.
Mrs. J. B. Hansen, Plattsville, reduced 20 lbs. in less than 2
months. Mrs. L. C. Patrick, Niland, wanted to reduce 8 lbs.
and did so in two weeks. Miss Ray lost 69 lbs. An Albany
business man, F. G. Drew, lost 56 lbs. in 3 months. Many
say "fat seems to melt away," or "measurements decrease
like magic,'' etc. Legions of voluntary testimonials.
Don't carry the tedious burden of unhealthy fat. Become
slender and attractive by this superior easy method. Amaze
yourself and friends. Increase your. efficiency!
Oil of Korein comes in capsules, easy to take. Buy a l!lmall
box at any busy pharmacy; or the druggist will get it for you.
Or, write us and we will mail you a box in plain wrapper,
which you may pay for when it comes to you.
Begin reducing now ! Become thin and stay so! I
New Book "Reduce Weiitht Happily" itives helpful lnformation. Will be mailed free on request. Cut this advertisement
out and keep it. Show fa.t friend,. Do not lose this cbaaee of
a lifetime to improve :,ourself marvelously. Address:
•
i

(I
II
I

I

KOREIN CO., NL-103, Sta. F., New York

I am a business nan. At the age of
66 I have a superb hair growth where
LOrmerly I was bald.
.I was told by an eminent expert that
never could any hair grow because the
roots were extinct.
A Cherokee Indian "medicine man"
proved to me that the roots of my hair
were yet alive after having been im-·
bedded in my scalp like bulbs or seeds
in a bottle, needing only '!)roper fertilizing. This is said often to be the
case with persons who imagine they are
permanently bald.
To my amazement and joy new hair
grew all over the spot that had been
.bare.
The recipe I am willing to send free
to you if you enclose a stamp for return· postage. Address: John Hart
Brittain. 150 East Thirty-second St.,
(BB-103) New York, N. Y.
Slam Ruby Ring~
Rubio• are a Brl•ht,
Red cut ,~~~

FREE
~;~:. ob:~me

a~!a.:1a::

Y

be,mt

lino

and introduce our Ma gazine
.@end 15 eta. for a 9 monthe'
0

McPhllllps, Secy~l·1l W'. ~\ d
9

st: b~:Lt15-:P

He Quit
Cigarettes

GAINED OVER 30 POUNDS

Don't send ma 6fteeat1Huat let me

preve It t• you as I have done ior over
72,600 othera in the 1.. t six months. I
claim to have the mo1t 1uccel!l!lful remedy
for bunions e'f'er made and I want you to
Jet-me aend yon my Falryfoot treatment
Fr••• I don"t care bow many ao--called

~i~Ouir,~~~~::-~r
!o~~ ~~ee::~t~~
lflJSted you

are with them all-you ha••

not tried my remedr and I baTe such
absolute confidence in it that I em co-

~"IE:~ •11"i: !tw~C:/erl':iJ•;~t°!~;\!

home remedy which relieves you almost instantly of the pain; it removea
the cause of the bunion and tbos th•

:tfe d;~~!r .:!:r~r;r.:1rte~1a:~:

than ever. Just aend your name and ad..

dreoe and

Falryfoet

will bo sent you

promptly in plain sealed en.-elope.

FOOT REMEDY C .•

3661 Oiiaen -'"· O.,l 47,

0

Chica10

Reduce it to beautiful ftrm white ftesh
by using oil ot korein, and following directions therewith. Bu;y at the drug 11toro. .

DOUBLE CHIN

''I cimoked cigarettes ever since a boy.
From oix to eight sacks of tobacco I u1e4
weekly,'' state1 Mr. S. H. Ferguson.
Oigar~ttes were doing me great harm. I
became so nervous that I couldn't sleep until
I smoked. Each morning I had an awful
taste In mr mouth.
"Severa times I tried to quit by will·
power/ but it just seemed that I would go
wild f I coaldn' t have cigarettes.
"I had almost ginn up hope of ever quit·
ting until one day I sent for a free book by
Mr. Woods that told me what to do. After
lear-_ng the way, I quit easily in S d~s
and haven't touched a cigarette in years. I
have gained o•cr 80 pounds and cannot
praise the method too highly.
I aay to
every cigarette smoker-if r,ou can't quit
without help get this book, ' 1-> 1&71 Mr.
Ferguson, of Crumps Park.
The foregoing remarks are like tbo1e of
many other men who have been freed from
the habit · of •moking cigarettes, pipe or
cigars or who have been chewin,i: tobacco er
dinoill..£' snutr excessivet,.
Write at once to Mr. Edw. J. Woods,
WC-103, Station F, New York, N. Y.

WILD WES T

-LATE ST TRSUE ~-

832 Young Wild We8t and the T-,xas Rangers; or, Crooked Work
On the Rio Grande.
833 Young WUd West's Branding Bee; or. Arietta and the Cow
Punchen.
834 Young Wild West and His Partner's Pile, ancl How Arletta
Saved It.
835 Young W!Jd West at Diamond Dip; or, AriPlta's Secret
836 Young Wild West's Buckhorn Bowle, nncl Ilow It Saved Foe.
His
Partners.
837 Young Wild West In the Haunted Hills; or, Arietta and th,
Aztec Arrow.
838 Young Wild West's Cowboy Dance; or, Arietta. ·Annoying
Admirer.
'
,
839 Young Wild West's Double Shot; or, Cheyenne Cbarlle
s Life
Line.
840 Young Wlld West at Gold Gorge; or, Arietta and tbe Drop
of Death.
,
841 Young Wild West and the Gulf Gang; or, Arlett n's 'Ihree
Shots.
842 Young Wild West's Treasure Trove; or Tbe Wonderful Luck
of the Girls.
843 Young Wild West's Leap In the Dark; or, Arletta and the
Undergrou nd Stream.
For sale by all newsdealer s, or will be sent to any addr ess on

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,

WEEKLY

SH Young Wild West and tbe Silver Queen; or, Tbe Fate of the
l\1Y~itr 'l'en.
84:i Yo11i1 g Wild \Yest Striking It Rtch; or, Arletta and the Cave
of Gold.
846 Young Wild West's R elay Race; or, The l!'ight at Fort
Fenth!'r.
847 Young- " 'ilrl W!'Rt and the "Crookecl" Cowboys; or, Arletta
an,1 the <'attle Stampede.
848 Yonn g- " ' il cl West at 8izzllug Fork; or, A Hot Tim e with the
Cinim ,Jumpers.
84!1 Young Wil!l West and "Ilig Ruffalo"; or, Arl!'tta at ~b<'
f-tnke.
l:!50 Young- Wil!l \\'<>s f Raicling tbe I:ahkrs; or, The \e11gl'ance
or thP \"ig-ilantes.
Ml Yonne: , Yil <l ,vest's Rn,al Flnsh: or. Arirttn and thP Gamblers.
852 Yonni,- \\"ild \Vpst and· the Prairi e Pirntes; or, '£be Fight for
the Box of Golrl.
853 Yonne: Wild West Daring Death; or. How the Sorrl'l 1'-avcd
AriPtta .
854 Young Wild W est ('orrallng the Comancbcs ; or, Arietta
and tbe Silver Tomahawk .
855. Young Wll<l Wes t at Spangle Springs; or, The Toughest
'l'own In Texas.
856 Young Wild West and the Ren~gade Ranc'hman ; or, Arietta
ln a Trap.
receipt of price, 6 cents per copy, In money or po •tage stamps. by

166 West 23cl St .. New York.
===
===
===
===
===
=== === ==
IF YOU

WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdeale rs, they pan be obtained
from the publishers direct. Write out
and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you
want, and the weeklies will be sent to you by return
mail. POSTAG E STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

OU R TE N-C EN T

lfn. 48. now TO MAKE AND USE ELEC'l'RJCITY.- A description ot u,e wonuc-r!ul

HA ND BO OK S

No. 80. HOW TO BECOJ.IE A PHOTOGNo. 7S. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
RAPHER.
.- useful Informatio n
NUMBJtRS .-Showing many curious tricks
u1es of electricity and electro magnetl•m ; to- regarding- -Contalnin
Camera and how to work It;
with figures and the m11glc of numbers. By
gether with full Instruction s for making also bow tothem11ke
Photograph ic Magic LanA. Anderson . Fully Illustrated.
Electric Toya, Batteries. etr. Dy George tern Slides and other
Transparen cies. HandNo. 74.
Trebel, A.M., M.D. Containing over fifty 11 - somely illustrated.
HOW TO WRITE LETT-ER!!
CORRECT LY. Containing full instruction s
lustratlons .
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST
tor
11•rltlng
letters on almost any subject;
No. 47. HOW TO BREAR, RIDl!: AND POINT JIULITARY CADET
also rules for punctuatio n and compositio n,
'-J•;x p' aln1 bow
DRIV~ A HORSE.- A complete trentlse on to gain admittance
,
course
of.
Study.
with
Examlspecimen
l~tters.
the horse. Describing the most useful horses natlons.._D utles, Staff of
No. 711. now TO BECOME A CONJURE R,
tor business, the best horses for tbe road; Police .«egulatloa a, Fire Otrlcers, Post Guard,
Departmen
t,
and
all
-Containin
g
tricks
with Domlnoea, Dlco
alao valuable recipes for diseases peculiar to
a boy should, know t• be a cadet. By Lu
Cup, and Balle: Hata, et;c.
the horse.
Embracing
Senarena.
thirty-six Ulu1tr&tlon s. By' A. Anderson .
No. 48.
HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
No. a. ROW TO BECOMB A NAVAL
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNE S BY
CA.:SOES.- A handy book for boys, contain- CADET.Complete ln1tructlon • of bow to
THE IIAND.-Co n raining rules tor t~lllng
Ing full directions for constructln f canoes gsln admission
to the Annapolia Naval Acadfortunes by the aid of lines of tbe band, or
nud the most popular manner o sa!Jing emy. Also containing
the course of ln8tructhe secret of palmistry. Also the secret of
tllem. J<'ully illustrated.
llon. description ot grounds o.nd bu!lcllngs,
telling future e,·ents by aicl ot moles, murks,
No. 49. uo,v TO DEBATE.- Glvlng- ruleo listorlcnl sketch, and
everything a boy
scars, etc. Illustrated.
tor conducting debntes, outlines for debates, Rhonld
know
to
become
an
otrlcer
in
No. 77. now TO DO FORTY TRICKS
the
questions for discussion, and the best l:ulted Stat.ea Navy. By
Lu Sen11.rens.
,. WITH CARDS.-C ontalnlng deceptive Card
sources tor procuring informatio n on tbe
No. 64. HOW TO MA.XE ELECTRIC A.Y.
Tricks
as performed by leading conjurers
question given.
J\l1\CHINE S.-Contaln lnc- full directions tor
and magicians. Arranged for home amuaeNo. 110. now TO STUFF BIRDS AND mak ing electrical machines,
ment.
Fully !llustrated.
Induction coils,
.&.NDIALS .-A va!lrnble book, giving lnstruc- dynamos. and many novel
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART,
tlons In colh,ctlng, preparing, mounting and hy <'i<>ctriclty_ By R. A. toys to b1 worked
-Containi
R.
Bennet.
ng a complete description of the
Fully
preserving birds, animals and insects.
illustrated.
mysteries of Magic and Sleight-of- band, to"
No. 111. now TO DO TRICKS WITH
gether with many " ·o nderful experiment s.
No. 611. MULDOON 'S JOKES.-T he mo8t
CARD8.-C ontnJ11lng explanatio ns ot t11 e original jol,;p book ever
By A. Anderson.
Illustraled.
publl•hed, 11.nd it Is
general prlncl pies of sleight-of- hand &ppli· brhnful of wit and humor.
No. 79. HOW TO IlZC'OlllE AN AOTOR.
It contain, a
cable to card tricks; of card tricks with large collection
-Containin g complete Instruction s how to
ot
songs,
jokes,
conundrum
s,
ordinary cnr!ls. and not requiring alelgbt- etc., of Terrence U uldoon,
make up for various characters on the stage;
the g.reat wit, :ti,uof-hand; of tricks ln,.olvlng sleight-of-h and, morist, and practical
togetbPr with tlle duties ot the Stac:e Manjoker of the day.
or the use of specially prepared cards. Jl·
~ae:: Prompter, Scenic Artist and Propert7
Nn. 66. no,v TO DO PUZZLEII .-Con·
Justrated.
~
talnlng onr tbr"e hundred Interesting puzNo. 112. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-01 ""91!.' zle~ and conundrum a, wltll
No. 80. GUS WILLIA:II S' JOKE BOOK .key to same. A
the rules and full directions tor playing complete book. .l!' ully lllnstratecl.
Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and
Encbre,
funny
stories of this world-reno wned Ger·
Crlbhnge.
Casino.
Forty-Five ,
No. 67.
HOW TO DO ELECTRIC AL
man comedian. Sixty -four pages; handsom.,
Roun ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction TRICKS.- Containing
colored cover, contalnin&" a bait-tone photo
Pitch, All Foul"!I, and many other popular Instructive and highlya large collection ot
amusing electrical
of the author.
games of cards.
.
trick •. together with illuatratlon a. By ..L
No. 81. HOW TO l\lESMERI ZE.-Conta in·
No. 113. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS .-A Anderson.
Ing- tbe . most approved meth•d ot mesmerwonrlerful little book, telling :,-ou bow te
No. 68.
HOW TO DO CHEMICA L
ism;
animal magnetism , or, magnetic heal·
write t.o your ~weetheart . yonr father. moth- TRICKS.-C ontalnlngOTer one hundred
Ing. By Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S., auer. sister, brother. employer: ann, in fact. hig hly amusing
and
Instructive
tricks
thor
with
ot "How to Hypnotize, " etc.
e,.erybody 11nd anybody you wish to write chemicals. Ily. A. Anderso11.
Handsomel y
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALM.lST RY.-Conto.
!llustrated.
talnlng the most approved methods of read·
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND JIIANAGE
No . o,.
Ing the lines on th1, hand, together with a y
HOW TO DO SLEIGHT- OFPETS.·-Gl vlng romplete
n as to
full explanation of their meaning. Also exthe manner an rl method orInformatio
raising, keeping-, I HAND.- Contalnlng over fift•' of the latest
plaining
phrenology , and the key or tell!ng ,
tamin g, breeding. and mnnn~lng
all kinds and hest trlrk~ used by ma~lclans. A.l"o
characters hy the bumps on the bead. By
of pets ; also giving tnl! !n•tructlon s for ennt1tlning
the secret of second sl&'bt- Fully
Leo
Hugo
Koch, A.C.S. Fully Illustrated.
making cages. etc.
Fn lly explai ned by illuS t rated.
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTI ZE.-Conta intwenty -eight lllustratioti s.
N,.. 70. HOW TO JIIAKE JIIAGIC TOYS.ing- valuable and instructive lntormaUo n reNo. '65. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS Containing full directions
ter mak!nr; Magic
garding tbe science of hypnotism. Also exAND COINS.-C ontalnin~ vnluRhle ln!orma- To:vs and devices
of many kinds. Fully 11plaining the most approved methods wblcb
tlon ri-~ardlug the collPctlng and &rranglng lustrated.
are
employed by the leading hypnotists of
of stamps and coins.
Handsomel y illusNo. 71.
BOW TO DO JIIECHANI CAL
the world. By Lpo l;l'ugo Koch, A.C.S.
trated.
TltICKS.- Contalnlng comnlete Illustration s
Ne.
H. HOW TO BF:COME AN AUTHOR.
No. 116.
no,v TO BEco,ra AN EN- f"r performing o,.er slxty Mechanical Tricks. -Containin
g Informatio n regarding choice
GINEER.- Contalnln g fnll ln~truction s how Fully Illustrated.
of
1uhjoct1,
the use of words and the man to become a lo~omot!ve en,::ineer: also direcN,,.
HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
ner of preparing and submitting m11.nu·
Uona tor bu1ltllug a m o,l<•l locomotive : to- WITH 7%.
CARDS.-E mhrac!ng all of tbe latest
scripts. Also containing' ,.aluable informagether with a full dP~<·rlptlon of everything ond most deceptive
card tricks, with illustion 118 to the neatness. lel!'!blllty and genan engineer sllould know .
trations.
eral compositio n ot manuscript s.
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